An Intoxicating Triumph for School Spirit
by

Michael Rolfes

The victory, broadcast on ABCTV for the entire East coast to see,
advances 19th ranked BC's record to
6-1 with just four games remaining.
Attending the game were 55,186
vocal Eagle fans, intoxicated by both
tailgates and dreams of national
rankings, perhaps even a return to the
Sugar Bowl in New Orleans after a
41 year exodus.
Illusions of grandeur were also
quite apparent inside the BC locker
room. "Greatest game in BC
history," screamed player after

School spirit at Boston College
surged to new levels on a chilly Saturday evening when the Eagles leveled
powerhouse Perm State, 27-17, at
Sullivan Stadium in Foxboro.
Temporarily assuming the crown
of Eastern football for the first time
in over 40 years, BC defeated the Nittany Lions for the first time in twelve
tries. QB Doug Flutie, BC's all-time
by leading passer, threw for 380 yards
and two touchdowns in the triumph.
Last season Perm State crushed
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player.
Even BC President, J. Donald

BC, 52-17.
School spirit at BC is "awesome." So say fans at Saturday's Perm State game.

Monan, SJ, got into the act. "It may
be the greatest game in Boston College history," reflected the
philosopher-fan. "It was not only a
great win, but the play was spectacular. It's just a great day for the
school."

History professor Leonard
Mahoney, SJ, respectfully disagreed.
"It was the second greatest game in
BC history. The best was the Sugar
Bowl in '42. I was there with Msgr.
Kerr. Oh, what a team BC had back
then. You see..."
Nostalgia never goes out of style,
does it?
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State Senate Halts Raise in Drinking Age
by

Ceci Connolly

After rapid passage through the
Massachusetts House of Representatives, legislation to raise the legal
drinking age from 20 to 21 was put
to a halt in the state Senate last
Wednesday.

resurrecting the bill and resurfacing
it on the House floor. Volpe, who

now chairs a presidential commission
on drunken driving, advocates a nationwide 21 year old drinking age.
Prior to Volpe's insistence that the
bill be brought to the House, it sat
in a subcommittee for some time.

The state House passed the raising
in a 94-46 vote two weeks ago with
little debate and even less publicity.
It wasn't until after the legislation
was turned over to the Senate that
groups such as YARD, restaurants
and discos began to take action.
While the original minority such as

The defeat came as a surprise to
many who had expected the bill to go
through the Senate as quickly and
easily as it did the House.
"When we first started working
(Thursday, October 2) word was that
the bill was going to go through the
Senate," stated UGBC President Art
Laske. "The main reason it was expected to pass was because there
wasn't any alternate lobbying
[against the bill]."
The UGBC participating in an
organization called Young Adults for
Responsible Drinking (YARD) lobbied at the State House last Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday to prevent
the bill from becoming law. Laske
pointed out that with the exception
of some restaurants and discos,
YARD was the only group lobbying
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When the issue hits home, students let their voices be heard.

against passage.
The bill was defeated in a roll call
vote of 27-7 at approximately 5:30
pm last Wednesday.
Senator Louis P. Bertonazzi (DMilford) led the fight against raising
the drinking age. Bertonazzi is the
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acknowledged expert on drunken
driving in both the Senate and House
and previously organized the state's
strict drunk driving legislation.
"This is an emotional issue, but
the fact is there is no evidence that
this bill would reduce drunk driving," Bertonazzi told The Boston
Globe last week.
Advocates of the 20 year old drinking age such as Bertonazzi have produced statistics demonstrating that if
one wishes to alter the drunk driving
accidents the drinking age would
have to be raised to 25. These
statistics show that there is no
noticeable difference in accidents between 20 and 21 year olds.
According to Laske, YARD (and
specifically the UGBC task force)
went to the State House "to hit them
with the real facts."
Former governor John Volpe was
the man primarily responsible for

the Undergraduate Government of
Boston College, finally initiated a
project which yieldedpositive results.
With its initiation of successful
lobbying efforts to prevent the passsing of a bill that would raise the legal
drinking age in Massachusetts from
20 to 21, the UGBC made a significant stride in dismissing its lingering
image of impotence, an image producedL>y its inability to assert student
interests in the tuition and study day
issues.
What distinguishes this action
from past ones, are both the swift
response and mobilization of student
resouces and the emphasis placed on
a reasoned and analytical approach.
Under the Lois Marr administration,
UGBC had made a diligent study of
the tution situation but failed to inform and activate the study body in
time for any decisive action. In the
recent study day controversy, UGBC
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Bertonazzi and YARD had to produce hard facts to support stopping
the bill, some senators still approached the issue as an emotional one.
Senator David H. Locke (RWellesley) admitted as he spoke to
the Senate that his support for the bill
was based on "gut feelings" and
"common sense."
Locke, who has been a strong supporter of raising the drinking age
stated in a Globe article, "My comments are born not out of any erudite
study of statistics. No charts, no
graphs can convince me that the experience I've gained on this earth
doesn't count for something. We
don't know how many lives we'd
save. If we could document that, the
outcome of this vote would be
different."
There was much disagreement over
the 1972 decision to lower the
Massachusetts drinking age from 21
by to 18. While Locke chastised himself
for "succumbing to the bleating of
the liberals," Bertonazzi said that a
bill placing the legal age at 21 would
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be punishing "one specific age group
regardless of their history," reported

the Globe.
Another strong argument made by
opponents of the bill involved the
idea of minors driving over state lines
to get their alcohol. All states that
border Massachusetts have a drinking age of 20 or younger. Many felt
that if Massachusetts had set the
drinking age at 21 youths would be
inclined to go to a bordering state,
drink and return drunk increasing the
likelihood of accidents.
According to Laske the lobbying
students focused their attention on
senators that were undecided. Their
efforts included petition signing,
speaking on the Senate floor, a press
conference at Fitchburg State College, and meeting with individual
representatives Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday.
Asked how much of an impact
their work had on the defeat of the
bill, Laske remarked, "Bertonazzi's
job would have been much harder
without us."

UGBC Leads Successful Lobbying Effort
by

J.T. Kern
It was a long time in coming, but

New hope for infertile couples in Boston.
Page 7

representives failed to combat the
empty rhetoric of Academic Vice
President Joseph Fahey, SJ, with an
empirical approach, instead attempting to discredit Fahey with a last
ditch media blitz.
Laske formed the UGBC Task
Force to Stop the Drinking Age Rise
and appointed Dave Smith its head
after the Massachusetts House of
Representatives endorsed therise by
a 94-46 margin. "It was after hearing of the House vote that we feared
it would pass," commented Laske.
In just four days, the task force,
comprised of approximately 25
members, 7 of which Laske described as "hard core," secured the
signatures of 2000 BC students on a
petition calling for the retention of
the present drinking age.
Outside the campus, UGBC contacted the student governments of
other schools, and decided to form
a unified front against the raising of
point that UGBC, as the major voice
in YARD, enacted a strategy which

Travel to Ireland with Professor Adele
Dalsimer.
Page 21

departed from past unsuccessful
apporaches.

Enlisting the aid of Senator Lous
P. Bertonazzi (D-Milford), the

Legislature's acknowledged expert on
drunk driving, YARD divided the
Senate into three catogories: those

who would definitelyvote for the bill,
those who would definitely vote
against, and those who were undecided, of which, according Laske, there
was a substantial number. Laske exthe drinking age. Together with these
schools, which included SMU, Fitchburg State, UMass, and to a
smaller degree, BU and MIT, BC
students formed a coalition called
Young Adults for Responsible Drink-

ing (YARD).
Last Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday, YARD members went to
Beacon Hill to rally and to persuade
the members of the state senate to

against the bill. It was at this
plained that the YARD strategy was
geared not to try to change the stands
of those in favor of the bill, but to

vote

The women's soccer team tuned up for
the NCAA's in poor fashion, dropping
their two final games.
Page 16

try to

persuade those "people who

were riding on the fence" to vote the
bill down.
Laske described the approach used on these senators as "two ply
pressure. As students we appealed to
them as voters and secondly with
statistics and facts. There are actually
more traffic fatalities in the 20 to 21
age group. There is no statistical
evidence to justify the raising of the
drinking age from 20 to 21."
Another significant factor in the
success of YARD, was its recognition
of the emotional element in the issue
and the adjustments it made in regard
to this element. "It's an emotional
issue," stated Laske. "And we just
couldn't allow senators to be swayed
purely by emotion."
Along with the petition, YARD attempted to appeal to reason rather
than emotion by circulating a UGBC
prepared document entitled,
"Arguments Against The Proposed
UGBC, page 24

Dim your lights, curl up in bed, and
check out the very first 1984 Halloween
Preview.
Pages 25-28
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Grenadan Attack Takes World by Surprise
by

Ceci Connolly

In an address to the nation last
Thursday night focusing on the situations in Grenada and Beirut, President Ronald Reagan explained the
urgency of invading Grenada and
praised the US military men in both

countries.
Grenada was "a Soviet-Cuban colony being readied as a major military
bastion to export terror and undermine democracy," said Reagan. "We
got there just in time."
Citing a request made by the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States (OECS) and his concern for
the 1000 US citizens in Grenada at
the time, Reagan explained on national television why he made the
decision to invade the tiny Caribbean
country and why it was kept secret.

Reagan recounted that "six
members of the OECS joined by
Jamaica and Barbados had sent an
urgent request that we join them in
a militaryoperation to restore order
and democracy to Grenada."
The President continued, "The
legitimacy of their request plus my
own concern for our citizens dictated
my decision." Approximately 800 of
the 1000 Americans that were in
Grenada were students at St.
George's University School of
Medicine.
But according to an article in Friday's Boston Globe, "The decision
to invade Grenada was made by
President Ronald Reagan last Friday
[October 21], the day before the US
officials say they received a formal
request for assistance from a group
of Caribbean nations."
The article, quoting a senior Ad-
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cover during the recent US invasion of Grenada.

ministration official continued claiming, "Reagan made his decision based on his 'deep feeling' that the
United States could not hope to
maintain its credibility as a major
power in the region if it did not act."
In regards to a Soviet-Cuban threat
in Grenada, Reagan described a
warehouse of military equipment
discovered on the island. "We have
discovered a complete base with
weapons and communications equipment which makes it clear a Cuban
occupation of the island had been
planned," he stated. "It is no coincidence that when the thugs tried to
wrest control of Grenada, there were
30 Soviet advisers and hundreds of
Cuban military and paramilitary
forces on the island."
Though for the most part President Reagan kept the topics of
Lebanon and Grenada two distinct
issues, he did refer to them both as
situations in which Moscow has been
directly involved. "Not only has
Moscow assisted and encouraged the
violence in both countries," he said,
"but it provides direct support
through a network of surrogates and
terrorists."
Looking to the future, Reagan
cited no definite plans to remove
troops from Grenada or Beirut but
emphasized that the US marines are
his top priority. "It's our intention
to get our men out as soon as possible," he stated.
Since last Wednesday's invasion of

approximately 2500 US troops on the

island of Grenada, the American
casualty toll stands at 8 dead, 8 missing and 39 injured.
"I can't say enough praise of our
military," stated Reagan. "Army
Rangers and paratroopers, Navy,
Marine and Air Force personnel,
those who planned a brilliant campaign and those who carried it out.
We all owe a debt to those who lost
their lives or were wounded."
Reagan continued his praise of the
military stating, "They'vegiven willingly of themselves so that a nearly
defenseless people in a region of great
stategic importance to thefree world
will have a chance someday to live
lives free of murder and mayhem and
terrorism."
The invasion, which was the biggest American military operation
since the Vietnam war and the first
such action since the 1965 US invasion of the Dominican Republic,
came only a week after Grenadian
Prime Minister Maurice Bishop was
assasinated and replaced by a 16
member military group that immediately instituted a 24 hour
curfew.
According to Secretary of State
George P. Shultz, the OECS were
first alarmed by Bishop's arrest and
later, assasination. The OECS believed the plot was encouragedby Cuba
and the Soviet Union, explained
Shultz at a press conference last
week. He continued, "Washington

did not have information supporting
the Cuban-Soviet allegation, but
regarded the Caribbean nations'
alarm about their own security as genuine," stated The Boston Globe.
In reference to Grenada's history,
Reagan explained that Bishop, "a
protege of Fidel Castro," came into
power via a military coup. "He
sought the help of Cuba in building
an airport, which he claimed was for
tourist trade, but which looked
suspiciously suitable for military aircraft, including Soviet-built longrange bombers," he stated.
The President also noted that a
small group in Bishop's militia arrested him. "They were, if
anything," said Reagan, "even more
radical and more devoted to Castro's
Cuba than he had ever been."

Editor's Note: More recent events in
Grenada may influence the response
President Reagan receives.
As of Saturday morning, 6000
American troops are now stationed
in Grenada. According to Saturday's
Boston Globe, Admiral Wesley Lee
McDonald, commander in chief of
the US Atlantic fleet predicted that
unless Cuban forces surrender, the
fighting could continue for weeks.
In addition, US Marines on
Grenada reported Saturday that
Deputy Prime Minister Bernard
Coard, considered to be the man
behind the coup that disposed of
Bishop, was captured.

Shock, Outrage Characterize Lebanon Tragedy

by Terence

Connors

A terrorist bombimg of the United
States Marine Corps headquarters in
Beirut last week killed 226 marines
and sailors and wounded 75, with 20
to 30 reported missing. It is the
largest loss of life in a single day sustained by US military forces since the
Vietnam War.
The reaction in Congress and the
generalpublic was one of shock and
outrage. Many members of Congress
called on President Reagan to clarify
the mission of the Marines in
Lebanon. Other issues, such as the
recent 18 month authorization of the
Marine presence in Lebanon by Congress and the War Powers Act, were
also raised in Washington.
At a news conference last Monday,
President Reagan defended the
presence of the Marines in Lebanon
by declaring, "We have vital interests
in Lebanon. And our actions in
Lebanon are in the cause of world
peace." However he rejected a larger
US military role there.
Further definition of the mission
of the Marines was offered in a nationally televised address last Thursday by President Reagan. He stated
that the Marines were in Lebanon to
help bring peace to that war-torn nation and stability to the vital Middle

East.
President Reagan also cited the
political and economic importance of
the Middle East to the West in order
to support his contention that
America had vital interests in the
region. Not only is the Middle East
a key source of energy supplies for
the West but it also is strategically important since a dominant Soviet influence there would significantly alter
the global balance of power.
The Reagan Administration is also
searching for a way of protecting the
Marines more effectively. The options being considered so far have all
involved their redeployment in some
manner.
President Reagan stated at last
Monday's news conference that one
of the optionsbeing considered to increase the safety of the Marines was
moving the marine headquarters
from onshore to one of the ships the
American naval task force has off
Lebanon. He said that more improvements in "the defense structure" were also a possibility. Later
in the week, a senior Administration
official implied that at least some
marines would be redeployed from
the Beirut airport to safer areas, according to iheNew York Times
The Reagan Administration's decision concerning the deployment of

the Marines is a difficult one. In the
the US contingent has tried to
maintain a low visibility in Lebanon
to lessen its appearance as an occupying force and limit its casualities.
A decision to redeploy the Marines
to coastal areas or villages would further reduce their visibility and reduce
confidence in the Lebanese government while a more visible role could
result in increased casualties.
The mission of the US military
forces in Lebanon has changed
significantly since they returned to
Beirut in September 1982 (In August
1982 they assisted in the evacuation
ofPalestinian guerrillas from Beirut).
At that time the purpose of the US
military forces was to assist the
Lebanese government in resuming
full control over Beirut and eventually the entire country. However last
week President Reagan cited
American vital interests in Lebanon
in defending the Marine presence in
that country.
The identity of those responsible
for the bombings (the French military
compound was also attacked) has
also been the subject of much discussion in Washington. President
Reagan indirectly accused Iran by
asserting, "We have strong circumstantial evidence linking the
Lebanon, page 20
past
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BEIRUT Following are major religious and political fac?

tions active in Lebanon:

Lebanese Forces: A rightwing Christian Maronite militia
that supports President Amin Gemayel and wants to lead
a Lebanon linked to Western Europe and the United States.
Amal Movement: A Shiite Moslem group backed by Syria
that opposes Gemayel and demands more power in the
national government.
Lebanese Communist Party: Comprised mainly of Shiite
Moslems and Greek Orthodox Christians, which has Soviet
backing.
Progressive Socialist Party: Dominated by antigovernment Druze Moslems and backed by Syria.
Organization of Communist Action: Founded in 1969
and grouping Shiite Moslems and Greek Christians that
follows a nationalistic line.
Syrian National Social Party: A group of mainly Greek
Orthodox and Roman Catholics with a smaller number of
Shiite and Sunni Moslems that calls for a merger between
Lebanon and Syria and calls for a harder line against
Israel.
Mourabitoun: A Libyan-financed group made up mainly
of Sunni Moslems that calls for Moslems to have governing power equal to Christians.
Taken from United Press International
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Major Factions In Lebanon
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Soviet leader Yuri Andropov
Wednesday proposed some plans to
reach agreement with US on mediumrange missiles. Andropov said his
proposal and all talks in Geneva will
halt if the US deploys Pershing II intermediate range missiles in Europe
as planned in December. US rejected
Andropov's proposals on grounds

that Soviet calculations are done
under the assumption that British and
French arsenals are part of NATO's.
The US claimed that Soviet calcuations for reductions are incorrect
because Britian and France have
arsenals independent of NATO.

NEW HOURS MON. - SAT.
8:00 AM - 9:00 PM
103 UNION STREET
AT PICADILLY SQ.
NEWTON CTR.

TELEPHONE

964-7774
964-8533
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South Africa
The US House of Representatives
Thursday approved provision to
Export-Controls bill, banning any

new US investment in South Africa.
This bill is an effort to send a
message to the white minority
government of Pretoria condemning
apartheid. The amendment passed by

voice vote would not restrict
reinvestments in some company of
earnings from existing companies,
but it prohibits any new investments
by US firms or individuals.
Before taking effect, the ban must
gain approval of the Senate and
President Reagan. Reagan's current
South African policy is one of "constructive engagement." This policy
operateson the premise that US subsidaries in South Africa are following more progressive labor practices.

Kennedy
Tapes of former President John F.
Kennedy's dicussions with top ad-

visors over the Cuban Missile Crisis
were made public by the John F.
Kennedy Library Wednesday. The
tapes which were reviewed by National Security Officials before being
released are the second set of tapes
to be released by the library. According to Chief Archivist of JFK
Library Willian W. Moss the tapes
contain no surprises. He said, "It
gives us voices of participates of the
crucial meeting and may provide

historians with more accurate sense
of personalities involved."

Reactor
The US Senate Wednesday voted
against providing $1.5 billion for
construction of Clinch River Breeder
Reactor in Tennessee. The reactor,
target of environmentalists since it
was authorized in 1970, enables a
breeder reactor to produce more fissionable fuel than it consumes. The
Reagan administration supports construction of the reactor, while the
Carter administration opposed construction because it viewed it as an
encouraging factor to nuclear

proliferation.

Obituary
Lillian Carter, the mother of former
President Jimmy Carter passed away
at the age of eighty-five Monday in
hospital near her home of Plains,
Georgia. Mrs. Carter had been
hospitalized a week ago before succumbing to cancer which she had
battled against for several years.
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Dorm Security at Area Colleges Tightens
by John Gill and Jim Van Anglen
Editor's note: A group of Heights
investigativereporters has been conducting a three-partstudy ofsecurity on campus. For thisfinal install-

ment, administrators from comparable universities in the Boston
area discussed measures they have
taken to increase security on their
campuses, and in their dorms.
Security or lack thereof has been
the subject. Many have registered
complaints and a few have proposed solutions.
The Lower Campus residents
blame both their peers and the administration. The administration,
however, places the blame primarily
on the residents, and their failure to
cooperate with the measures the
University has already implemented
for their protection.
In many cases, the University officials are correct. Our research has
shown that students too often neglect
their security responsibilities. Administrators here believe that the present-security guidelinescould be as effective as reasonably possible, but
because students undermine the
system by propping doors open,

among other things, it is not.
But perhaps the system itself could
use some improvement. Compared to
security measures at other schools in
the area, BC's are not as stringent.

Tufts is located in Medford, a
suburb about as close to Boston as
Chestnut Hill. Tufts has recently
upgraded its safety measures. Dorm
security there consists of a security
monitor who works from 7:00 pm to
3:00 am seven nights a week.
Monitors make sure that anyone
entering the building shows a Tufts
ID, or for non-students, some form
of identification. The guest must then
tell the monitor whom he wishes to
visit, and the monitor telephones the
resident for verification before allowing the visitor into the building.
Sunday through Wednesday evenings, Tufts students serve as
monitors. For the rest of the week,

which Associate Dean of Students
Bruce Reitman calls "party nights,"
the university has hired professional
security guards from Wells Fargo as
an added protection measure.
"Last year we just had a rotational
system," said Reitman, "where
students in the dormitory were

responsible for security, but that
wasn't working well because they

sometimes inconveniences the
students," Associate Director of
Public Safety Mr. Ferrier said.

didn't stop anyone."

In the apartment style lodgings,

He added, that because of the improved system, "there have been very
few dorm incidents this year. It has
been more effective than last year

doors are always locked, but no
buzzer-intercom system is used.
Guests must be signed in, as they do
in the traditional dorms.
"We have pretty safe dorms," said
Ferrier. "We have had some
larcenies, but most of the security
problems have been caused by people who were admitted by the
residents."
At Harvard dormitories, the t are
a number of different security
systems because of the great variety
of residence halls. The traditional
undergraduate dormitories have bell

thus far."
The new Tufts system is very
similar to the one utilized at Boston
University. Although a city school,
and thus not directlycomparable to
BC and Tufts, BU has extremely
strict rules on dormitory access to
outsiders.
All visitors to a building must go
through the same telephone verification procedure employed at Tufts,
then leave an ID with the security
monitor, and wait for a resident to
come downstairs and sign them in
before gaining entrance to the

The three-part series on security at
Boston College, specifically security
on Lower Campus, has been aimed
at showing students that their
negligence in regard to campus safety guidelines is a great source of
potential safety problems at BC.

tion and resident signing in of all
guests.

but this

The series' greater aim has been to
make residents more aware that they
can also contribute to making BC
more secure simply by following
these common sense guidelines.
Many residents believe that the
dorm receptionists should be doing
a better job of screening and barring access to outsiders who wish to
enter their buildings. Certainly the
receptionists should be more circumspect in doing this and should
be more consistent in their approach
for IDs as well.
PJ to asking
question
The
we must ask is, "Will
by
this be enough?" Should we assume
that by simply following the security measures imposed on residents and
Keynote Speaker Robert Drinan, SJ.
Housing Staff that BC will be as safe
Reagan faces problems no matter a campus as it should be?
what he chooses. Colby said there
Well, when compared to the
must be a freeze in order for negotiameasures adopted recently by other
tions to proceed. "The ongoing imuniversities in the Boston area, BC's
plementationsof SS-20's and the Persecurity system does not seem all that
shings makes negotiationsdifficult," strict. Whether or not it is adequate,
he said. Others, including Drinan,
support the freeze because it's the only idea around.
however, might be a rhetorical
question.
Gundersen again defended the adCertainly it is unfair to suggest that
ministration. The freeze, he said, "is
emotionallyappealing " and is "the
BC adopt the high-level security
quick and simple answer" for arms
systems used at BU and Norcontrol. But there is no quick and
theastern. Both schools are located in
the heart of Boston, and when exeasy answer, claimed Gundersen.
Drinan, in closing, again stressed amining the dangers of a
neighborhood, as BC Vice President
the importance of the public. "There
has been a great awakening in the last
for Student Affairs Kevin Duffy
stated, "Chestnut Hill is not Ken1000 days of the Reagan administration," he stated. "This moment is a
more Square." Nor is it Huntington
Avenue, which is even more
turning point." The young, he said,
"must have the courage to change in
dangerous.
However, that does not mean BC
the spirit of John F. Kennedy. With
them, the vision will not fade and the is somehow removed from the
dream will not die."
dangers of a city simply because it is

Conference Blasts Armament Policies
by Colleen Cunnningham

Authorities on disarmament and
arms control, including Robert
Drinan, SJ, gathered at the John F.
Kennedy Memorial Library last
Thursday in a day long conference to
mark the twentiethanniversary of the
1963 treaty banning nuclear tests in
the atmosphere, underwater and in
outer space.

The conference, organized
specifically for undergraduate
students, consisted of two panels
preceded by a keynote address by

Drinan, professor of law at
Georgetown Law Center and former
Congressman from Massachusetts.
In his address, Drinan affirmed
that there is "something fundamentally wrong with our country." He
apologized to the predominantly
young audience for the state of the
world today.
Drinan said it was "good to feel
frightened, terrified and ashamed."
It's up to the young to changethings,
he said. Even though today's youth
are not as outspoken as those in the
60's, they can still do something
about arms control by civil disobedience or just becoming informed
and educated about the nuclear issue.
Drinan stated that now is the
"worst moment in arms control since
Hiroshima." President Reagan has a
"new track record in arms control,"
stated Drinan. Other members were
equally critical of the Reagan
Administration.
Jon Gundersen, a disarmament
specialist from the State Department
Bureau of International Organization
Affairs, defended the administration's policies. Reagan recognizes
that "nuclear war cannot be limited
nor winnable and the purpose of
these weapons is deterrence," he
stated. The administration has shown
flexibility in its positions and has
realistic goals, he continued, noting
that all ot the weapons umciuwu

panelists. "Presidential endorsement
and leadership are a critical necessi-

to arms control," stated
Washington Post diplomatic correspondent Chalmers Roberts. For
any arms control policy to be ratified,
he continued, it must have the support of the President. Reagan has not
done this as yet.
Public pressure also plays an important role in the arms situation. In
1963, public concern over fallout and
the presence of strontium-90 in the
atmosphere due to testing put
pressure on the government and Kennedy reacted. Former Director of the
CIA William Colby noted that public
pressure affects President Reagan as
well. Colby stated, "There's going to
be an arms agreement within the next
six months," because it is an election
year and Reagan wants to be
reelected.
Adam Yarmolinsky, a Washington
attorney who was special assistant to
the secretary of defense from
1961-1964 addressed the difficulties
a president faces in trying to appease
not only foreign countries, but the
Senate as well. In regard to Kennedy
and his failure to achieve a com-

ty

prehensive treaty Yarmolinsky

stated, "He didn't think he could
carry the Joint Chiefs of Staff who
wanted to go on testing. Kennedy had
to pay a price, even in the Senate
unlimited underground testing in exchange for the limited treaty."
A number of solutions to the arms
race were raised including a bilateral
?

freeze, though most agreed that

apartment style living arrangements

on campus have no bell captains, and
the individual residents are responsible for their own security.
MIT, like Harvard, is located in
Cambridge, Also, like Harvard, the
Security, Page 14

How Secure Are We?

Northeastern, another distinctly
urban school, employs a proctc who
guards each dormitory 24 hours a
day. Entrance procedures mirror
those at BU, with telephoneverificasystem,

son. The resident then has to come
down to the front desk and sign his
guest in.
According to Acting Director of
Police and Security Jack Morse, the

Commentary

building.

"This is the ideal

which are comparable to
the dorm receptionists at BC.
Harvard also employs the same
measures as BU and Tufts, in that it
requires non-residents to identify the
individual whom they are visiting.
The bell captain telephones that percaptains,

Brady
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Voices From the Dustbowl

five miles removed from that city.
Chestnut Hill, specifically Boston
College, is easily accessible to anyone
who can come up with 75 cents for
an MBTA ride down Commonwealth
Avenue.

Furthermore, we should examine
BC's security in light of the systems
currently used, or in the planning
stages, at schools directly comparable
to BC, and those in an even safer
locale. Every one of these schools we
investigated has implemented programs more security-minded than
what is in operation at Boston
College.
BC should certainly be commend

ed in that it has taken great strides
in recent years to improve security.

The SAFE program outlined in last
week's article has upgraded conditions on campus tremendously.
Still, when placed alongside the
systems used at nearby campuses,
something seems lacking here. Maybe
they know something we don't know.
Maybe they're just a little more
careful. Maybe BC should look into
the feasibility of implementing

something like computerized doors
here. At least students would be sure
to carry their IDs with them at all
times.
Sure, added security might be a
hassle one would rather not deal
with. But it is not somethingbeyond
getting used to. And maybe we
should ask "How much security is
too much?" when we ask "How
much security is enough?".
We do not want to be lulled into
the trap of believing BC is completely
secure simply because it has been, in
fact, relatively secure thus far.
But above all, we do not want to
ever have to ask "Where did we go
wrong?" if a woman is ever raped in
a Lower Campus building. We
shouldn't wait that long.
?John Gill

by Morgan O. McGivern and Kelly Short

Where do you think US foreign policy is leading us?

??«...

the Carter Administration, including
the MX, are on the negotiating table.
The Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of
1963 was the "finest moment in the
history of the entire arms race,"
stated Drinan. This was echoed by
other panelists also.
It is "one of the few moments in
the history of the arms race worth
rememberingwith joy," and was "a
moment of sanity in an insane
world," said Martin Sherwin, professor of history at Tufts University, author of A World Destroyed:
The Atomic Bomb and the Grand
Alliance, and moderator of the day.
The importance of presidential
support was also stressed. "The treaty was clearly due to Kennedy," said
Cornell Professor Emeritus of
Chemistry Franklin Kong, who was
also assistant director for science and
technology in the US arms control
and disarmament agency and participated in negotiations.
The same is true today, said many

Officer Bob Axworthy

Robert Braunreuther, SJ

Steve D'Antonio, '86, A&S

Avis White, '85, A&S

If you want to find out, just go to the
Chase Manhatten Bank in New York
and ask David Rockefeller. He can
tell you what's going on in Grenada
and Lebanon because he runs the

I'm starting to get cynical about our
motives. We need to respect what
other people want and respond with
our wealth and power in a more
Christian and less self-seeking way.

Our move in Grenada is a boost in
American foreign policy, it's time we

US foreign policy is leading us to
disaster.

whole show.

stopped being taken advantage of.
We avoided a crisis situation.
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Where Are We Going?
The first twenty-five pages of the Globe the other day were devoted to American
military activity around the world?activity in which over 250 American citizens perished. It's time for some questions to be answered.
Why, Teddy Roosevelt...er...President Reagan, did the United States invade
Grenada? Please don't give me you're standard simple answer because it just doesn't
wash. Such large-scale invasions and occupations are not undertaken so lightly. Instead, we ask you to look at the history of the region. You'll find that the United
States has intervened militarily in countless Central American nations over the past
hundred years. Just as we rightly criticize the Soviet Union for "dominating" the
countries of Eastern Europe, so we must examine the situations of our "friends"
in Central and South America who must be constantly reminded of our camaraderie
by the US Marines and the CIA.
Perhaps the problem arises from the fact that names like Batista, Somoza, and
the United Fruit Company are bitterly associated with the US in the minds of the
people of that region. We have a knack for ignoring the rights of human beings in
favor of the rise in American corporate profits; for ignoring legitimate people's revolutions in favor of fascist (but conveniently capitalist) dictators. It would seem logical
that if we were to offer the people of Central and South America our support along
with an economic system that is beneficial to both us and them, then perhaps we
would not have to send our troops down to deal with revolutions. When revolutions
do occur, maybe we should get on the right side before the Soviets have a chance
to. We could help legitimate, popularly supported governments, to grow. Instead,
we turn our backs on the peole, forcing them to seek the help of the Soviet Union
and Cuba. And, when it is too late, we invade.
This type of foreign policy we do not understand.
You say that we are defending our interests in that region and around the world.
What are our interests? Certainly our national security must be considred a primary
one, and the presence Soviet air bases in Grenada (we should say air bases possibly
capable of handling Soviet planes) can be judged a potential threat. Do not judge
lest ye be judged, says the Bible, however.
Who are we to become angered at potential security threats when we are deploying
missiles (Pershing II) in Europe, capable of hitting Soviet targets mfive minutes.
Who are we to talk about "exporting" military forces when the United States has
over a half a million persons deployed outside our borders (far more than any other
country).
Is our foreign policy designed around a double standard, Mr. President? Are we
using our military to provoke people? The marines in Lebanon seem to be doing just
that. What could be more enticing to a radical terrorist than the US marines?just
sitting there?in a war zone? Is there any reason why our military forces aren't stationed offshore, ready to move in when needed?
For too long our foreign policy has been based on military placement or intervention to blindly protect our economic interests. This has led to an abandonment of
the economic and social interests of the less powerful countries we "do business"
with. We are fomenting revolution against the governments we support! Our foreign
policy, we are sad to say, seems to be continuing down that path.
Are we trying to encourage revolutions against us? By turning our backs on the
revolutions that are successful and forcing them to turn to the Soviet Union for the
help they so desperately need, are we trying to increase the Soviet sphere of influence?
By invading Grenada, occupying Beirut, and stationing 500,000 american troops
around the world, are we trying to provoke military confrontation? (Remember, Mr.
President, war no longer means charging down San Juan Hill with the Rough Riders).
These questions have not been answered.
We cherish the rights granted to us by our constitution and we support the ideals
of our democratic system, but it looks like so much of our foreign policy is inconsistant with those ideals. We're afraid of where it is all leading us and, although we
may be afraid of the answers we'll get, we desperately need them nonetheless.
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Flynn Defends Move of Geoigetown Game

on national television by CBS. They would not
do the game from Roberts Center because of
I understand why students and Alumni are inadequatelighting for television and also not
upset at the Boston College-Georgetown enough and poor camera location. We thought
basketball game being played in Springfield. we would get the Boston Garden. However, the
There is nothing I would like better than to have Ice Follies are in the Garden. We then proceeded to try the Worcester Centrum. They wanted
it played in Roberts Center.
Six months ago the game was selected to be the gamevery badly but they had a show bookTo the Editor:

Firebreaks is a Must
To the Editor:

This letter is to announce a program that
began this past week and will continue for three
more weeks, each Tuesday and Wednesday at
4:30 pm in the Murray Conference Room in
McElroy. The program is called "Firebreaks."
It was put together last spring by Ground Zero,
a non-profit, non-advocacy public interest
group, in consultation with military and arms
control experts in Washington, DC. Basically,
Firebreaks is a series of role-playing games and
exercises in which participants assume roles as
heads of state and top government advisors in
responding to an escalating threat of nuclear
warfare between the superpowers. Both US and
Soviet positions are represented. The simulated
crisis is set in 1988; it is spurred by a heightened conflict in a Central American nation and
develops over a four week period.
As players become integrelly involved in the
decision-making process that each camp must
go through, the exercises take shape as an extremely effective educational medium. Consideration of the social, political, economic,
military, and hopefully moral implications of
the impending nuclear confrontation gives

players a good sense of what the real implications of nuclear technologyand armament are.
Increasingly, the problem of decision-making,
within the context of nuclear confrontation,
become quite clear. But, most importantly, the
process of struggling with different decisions
and compromises also makes very clear that a
nuclear holocost would surely be in the interest
of no one.

I played in Firebreaks last April here at BC,
when 3000 groups around the country were
sponsoring the program. Just by chance I happened to joinin on one of the final days of the
exercise. Before then I hadn't thought much of
the whole issue of nuclear war. Firebreaks got
me thinking, thank God.
I recommend participating in Firebreaks for
the entire BC community, not just students, but
administrators and professors as well. It is unquestionably in the interest of all that more of
us get to think more seriously about what it
means to be living in this nuclear age.
Firebreaks will be sponsored by the BC
Coalition Against Nuclear War.

Gerard Caron
'84

ed they cannot move out. We then tried the
Providence Civic Center but the VillanovaProvidence game is being played on the same
date. We also tried to swap gamesand play at
Georgetown on February25 and play the game
scheduled at Georgetown and Roberts Center

in January.
We then tried Northeastern University and
they were willing to allow us to use their arena
but on surveying the arena CBS found they did
not have adequate lighting. They were willing
to put in additional lights but the engineers said
tne beams would not hold the weight of the ad-

ditional lights.
Therefore, as a last resort, we had to go to
the Springfield Civic Center.
We will provide free bus service to
Springfield. The game will start at 2:00 pm.
With one hour and a half drive the busses will
be leaving between 11:30 am and 12 noon.
I hope the above explains why we are playing in Springfield and I certainly hope this set
of circumstances does not occur in the future.
Director of Athletics

William J. Flynn

Lantern Waiters Cant Complain
To the Editor:

Last week you printed a letter(Stiffed Again)
by an employee of the Golden Lantern
Retaurant regarding the lack of sufficient tipping. I would appreciate the opportunity to respond with an opposing view, and address the
remainder of this letter to that employee.
Granted, the service at the Lantern is usually fair, and sometimes it is good. However, I
have spoken with many GL employees, past
and present, and have discovered with no great
surprise that your job is no where near as difficult as the jobs of waiters and waitresses in
other restaurants; nor as demanding as many
of the jobs open to other BC students.
You acknowledge that tips are gratuitous.
You should take the next step and realize that
only those employees who perform their job
well should recieve a good tip. A waiter or
waitress who only does a 'fair' job should not
be incensed by a three or four dollar tip. We
work hard for our money; and we resent that
you expect us to hand some over to you for

anything other than "horrible service".
Your job is a contract; and you contracted
for a certain amount per hour. Why do you
think you deserve more? You wrote that "the
lack of tipping reflects an inconsiderate attitude" on the part of the patrons. Why do you
complain? Every night you make more than
you contracted for; you should be grateful for
any extra money you receive?and not complain when it isn't there at all.
All GL waiters and waitresses make at least
3.35 an hour, to which they add a percentage
of any tips. Few things are as annoying as hearing someone who has a good arrangement complaining for more. There are students here, in
the Eagle's Nest and other cafaterias, who dish
out food all day and never make a cent more
than 3.35 an hour. It is well known that GL
jobs are in high demand. If you're unhappy
with your income, go find another job. There
are plenty of people who would love to take
your place.

Michael Conza
On behalf of the Golden Lantern patrons

The Very Final Word On Shafted Students
To the Editor:
Although the proverbial "dead horse" of
debate between Patrick White and myself has
received its share of public floggings, the old
nag is not ready for the glue factory quite yet.
In haste to depict me as a calculator-happy pedant in his most recent statement concerning
the library grant, Mr. White manages to ignore
the content of both his and my original letters,
repeat his previous error in logic, and overlook
the most significant way students will be
"shafted" through this library ordeal.
Since issuing his first manifesto, Mr. White
has chosen to switch demons?from focusing
on the University's administration to future
Chris Mullen at Large

students. He argues my proposal will result in
current students being cheated relative to their
successors. This contention is based on the im-

pact of capital improvements underway which
have boosted recent tuition increases five to
eight percent above the prevailing price level.
He compares these jumps to the "long-run cycle of annual [tuition] increase at inflation plus
two percent" expected in the years to come.
Patrick contrasts the "burdens which present-

ly students have faced," versus "the relative
stability future students will enjoy."
This would be a reasonable assessment if the
burdens of recent exorbitant tuition increases
were temporary surcharges. But they are not.
They are permanent increases embedded in the

tuition base all future percentage hikes will be
derived from and then added to. Thus, the
premium above inflation which he suggests only
we are paying for will in actuality be paid - in
real terms - by B.C. students in perpetuity. Yes,
we are made worse off by these increases, but
so will future students, and by successively
greater amounts if tuitions continue to rise
(even at two percent) above the rate of inflation. By ignoring that each change in the present tuition represents a stream of future annuities, Patrick makes a error similar to his
viewing the 75 dollar reduction in tuition proposed by John Smith as a one-time remission.
In repeating this error, he overlooks what may
be the only fiscal sleight of hand being com-

mined by the administration: Will B.C. receive
a windfall through the perpetual collection of
these purportedly near-term capital improvement revenue requirements?

Mr. White also attacks the "simplicity" of
the model I used to calculate an eqitable tui-

tion reduction due to the grant. He fails to note,
however, my model was an elaboration of his
own. He chose merely to divide the library
grant by the present number of students. I added the additional, but easy to deal with, complications of the librarybeing paid for over the
course of the next forty years and the time value
of money. My intention was to simply clarify
Shafted, page 6

Keeping the Tailgaters in Line: The Dean of Alumni
He peered through the trailer window, hands
in pockets, at the throngs of Perm Staters going by. He watched them troop up toward the
stadium gates with their blue blankets and
plastic seat cushions and cowboy hats, distorting their paw-printed faces in primitive war
whoops. He shook his head. Jerks!
It was times like this that he appreciated BC,
where they didn't turn football games into
Nuremberg rallies. Round up the kids and hop
the Pike to Newton, try that new meatball
recipe, polish off a case of Blue Ribbon, and
oh, yeah, let's go to the game while we're here.
He turned away from the window and sat

filtrated the Perm State zone, raised the Irish
tricolor on his car antenna, and began making
inflammatory remarks concerning Joe Paterno's parentage."
The dean shot a doubtful glance in the couple's direction. The man glared back; the
woman gave a feeble smile.
"Battle was alreadyengaged when we arrived," continued George the cop. "We took
heavy fire." He dislodged a piece of lasagna
from his hair.
"And what was herrole in all of this?" asked the dean, indicating the wife.

down.

"Thewoman in question held out for several
minutes after we neutralized the other
resistance," offered George. "She dug in
behind a station wagon and sprayed us with
Pepsi Light."
"That's fine, George," nodded the dean.
"Why don't you and your boys go and clean
up? Now, Mister uh?"
"Doherty, Henry," the man spat out like a
Marine recruit; "Class of 1943, real estate
agent, Alumni Association number 45H9702."
The dean looked at George quizzically.
"Nime, rank, and serial number," the cop
shrugged. "That's all we can get outta him,
too." He saluted and was gone.
"Why don't you both just sit down," said
the dean. "Louise, can you get me Mister
Doherty's file?"
"It's a thick one," she smirked, tottering
over with a manila folder.
Doherty eyed the dean uneasily. "Who are
you?" he said in a voice full of mistrust.
"Forgive me," the man behind the desk explained. "I'm Jack Lynch, Dean of Alumni."
"Dean of Alumni?" repeated the culprit as
if he hadn't heard right. "Hey what is this
anyway?"
"I'm not surprised you haven't heard of me,
Mr. Doherty," said Lynch, "this office is
rather new. Y'see, several years ago, we didn't
really have much of a problem with our grads.
The football games weren't that big a deal, so

"No wonder they schedule this game at

Halloween," croaked his secretary as she
hobbled in from the parking lot. At sixty-eight
you couldn't expect her to sprint. "You see
some of those characters? There's some idiot
dressed up like Davy Crockett with a real gun
out there." She sat down to her own desk, and
opened up the Globe sports section.
"Well, Louise," he quizzed, jerking his head
toward the window, "whaddaya think?"
"Well, Dean, they're gonna have a tough
time passing with the wind we're getting," she
sighed worriedly. "Course, Perm State's secondary's pretty bad, and with Flutie's 520 yards
against 'em last year, we could pull it off. I just
hope we're not stale after three weeks off."
"Mmm," said the dean, who knew very little about it. Just then the door opened again,
and in stepped a policeman, who turned and
waved a middle-aged couple into the trailer
behind him.
"Hello George," the dean greeted him over
his bifocals.
"Afternoon, Dean," the cop returned.
"Trouble out in the parking lot, I'm afraid."
"Oh?"
"We broke up an altercation in a section
where there was heavy tailgating activity," he
said, adjusting his food-spattered cap. "We've
been trying to keep the factions separated, but
this gentleman here slipped through. He in-

we had fewer difficulties with boisterous fans,
noisy reunions and so on. But now we have
more alums than ever, and they're feeling their
oats, so to speak. It's my job to keep you all
in line."
"Ridiculous," grumbled Doherty.
"Nice place you have here," said Mrs.

Doherty agreeably.
"This is my office for all the remaining
games," said Lynch unhappily. "You'd think
they could spare something better, wouldn't
you."
"You have no jurisdiction over me," protested Doherty; it seemed to have just occurred to him.
"You're right," smiled Lynch, "I don't. The
cops do. So either you sit here with me or with
that German shepherd in the back of their
squad car."
Doherty grumbled something about the war
and his purple heart.
"Now you realize," Dean Lynch knit his
brow, mustering all his firmness, that this is
very serious matter."
Mrs. Doherty nodded, clutching her pocketbook on her lap. Henry huffed and turned
sideways toward the door.
"These people are our guests, no matter

how?" the dean cut himself off. "I mean,
what do you think would happen if Yuri Andropov came over here and we let everybody
pelt him with brownies and hamburger?"

Mrs. Doherty hung her head, shocked at the
idea of such a mess. Mr. Doherty growled to
the door that it might make theKremlin wise
up.

"Well, 1 can see I'm not going to get
anywhere here," concluded Dean Lynch regrettably. "Louise, can I have the Alumni Directory?" She waddled over with it, suppressing

a grin.
"What are you doin?" Doherty challenged
out of the corner of his eye.
"I'm terminating you as an alumnus," said
the Dean of Alumni coolly, thumbing through

the D's.

"You can't do that!" exploded the
overweight alum.
"Oh, yes I can," sang Lynch, and he made
a long black line in magic marker over "Doherty, Henry."
"But ?but" flushed the maroon-tammed
fan. He watched dumb-founded as Lynch went
to rip the file in half.
"Just wait a minute, you!" Mrs. Doherty
jumped up unexpectedly. Even Louise looked
up from her reading. "My husband has been
treasurer of the Eagle Boosters of Needham for
twenty-six years! He hasn't missed a game in

all the time we've been married! I gave birth
to my youngest son at a Holy Cross game
because we were tied in the fourth quarter!"
"Is that true?" Lynch said

to her

husband.

Mr. Doherty shrugged with modesty; his wife
looked at him proudly. The dean thought a moment, sizing them up.
"I'm willing to forget this whole thing, if?"
The Dohertys' eyes met, registering triumph.
" if you two promise to behave yourselves
the rest of the day."
"Behave ourselves!" protested Mr. Doherty. His wifekicked him silently. Lynch fingered
the manila folder. "Weill...alright. I'm sorry."
"Fine," said the dean, putting the file down.
?

"You're reinstated."
"Does that mean we can go?" ventured Mrs.
Doherty, back to her timid self. The dean nodded and beckoned toward the door. The Dohertys went straight for it.
"And Mrs. Doherty," he called, "don't
waste your food on the Perm Staters. They
don't appreciate good cooking." She giggled
demurely and went out. He followed them to
the gate entrance with his eyes.
"Well, that was fairly easy," he said,
satisfied. Louise had lifted a bulky Zenith onto her desk. They turned the dial to Channel
5, and settled into their chairs. From.the
stadium came the wind-carried din of 60,000
fans, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Doherty.
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Forgive Me Ronald Reagan for I Have Sinned
To the Editor:
Bless me Ronald for I have sinned; my last
patriotic action took place in 1981 when I was
compelled by Thy Holy Law to register to kill
my brothers of the planet.Forgive me, Ronald,
for I have been led astray by those demons of
the dark-left, still singing their choruses "give
peace a chance." Forgive me for not seeing our
"obvious" responsibility to intervene "for the
good of the whole free world" in Central
America. Forgive me for crying at the sight of
a deformed, malnourished, and now lifeless
Third World child. Forgive me for not buying
Nestle. Forgive me, Ronald, for not believing
that your sons, the international corporations,
are somehow going to feed and save the world
through capitalism. And forgive me for
shoutingbloody murder upon the assassination
of Benigno Aquino but for feeling less grief
upon the deaths of our boys in the Middle East.
Forgive me Ronald, forgive me.
Forgive me also for not viewing the world
as simply as black and white; as communism
vs. republicanism, socialism vs. capitalism, leftists vs. righteousists; but rather as the rich vs
the poor, the powerful vs. the powerless, the

protection of national and corporate interests
and unequalled standards of living (except for
whites in South Africa) at the expense of world,
justice and human rights. Why, even Martin
Luther King in his grave can not escape the
communist hunters. Forgive me, Ronald, for
not believing that what is good for business is
still good for America. And please forgive me
for singing haleluiahs upon the resignation of
your dear friend Mr. Watt.
Forgive me for laughing outright at your
"non-partisan" commission that thinks it

of Dorothy Day, Che Guevara, Abbie Hoffman, Paulo Freire, and Daniel Berrigan to the
sirenic voices of Joan Baez and Pete Seeger (not
to mention the Satanic Beach Boys!). Yes, His
demons are still alive in the 80's! And r...
numbers grow daily. It seems as though the
time is right for Judgement Day. By forcing a
opposition and just punishment of nuclear

devastation. But most of all because I have offended Thee my Commander-in-Chief, who art
all-knowingand deserving of all my complacen-
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An emotion surged through my body. I can
whether it was anger, confusion, determination or what, but it surged, and I vowed
to myself that my son would not have to face
such calamity.
Yet, there, somber and angry, staring at the
T.V. screen, sat my girl's father; a man who,
forty years ago, returned along with hundreds
of thousands of young American men from the
not say
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them are bloodied, and covered with crumbled rock, and dead.
My girl's father, who fought in World War
11, and her older brother, who saw his
childhood buddies snatched and sent to Vietnam, spat out words filled with anger. I was
filled with amazement and wonder. They said
it was like seeing some same old news dip.
However, I am only young, just eighteen, and
this was my first personal confrontation with
the realization that guys my age, from my
homeland, not men who are older than and
unlike me, can be actually murdered as a mass
because of their membership in the United
States military.
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Lebanon Lamentations

knows what is best for our southern
"neighbors." And lastly, forgive me for I've
lost my hope for any justice. As it was always
intended, the likeminded and I are to suffer To the Editor:
defeat by the blood of the warring poor of the
showdown with the Soviets, are you now goWhile I was making love to my girl early last
ing to complete your office by bringing Sunday morning, some two hundred United
Armageddon?
States Marines were murdered in Lebanon.
1 was in my girl's living room watching the
O Master Reagan I am heart fully sorry for
having offended Thee. And I detest all my football games with her father and her older
social justice activities because of Thy righteous brother when the news was imparted to us.
world on the cross of the American Dream. While the combatants of thegridiron were batIt is not my fault Ronald, really. I have been tling with all their mustered might, strength vs.
seduced by the Devil's own. Your Enemy has strength, a special report pierced through our
possessed many: from the diverse personalities Sunday afternoon like a dagger bloody with
disaster. United States Marines hadbeen blown
to bits as they slept in their thin beds in rows
along the dank halls of their headquarters in
Beirut. These hard-boned, strapping, sleeping
treat
costs
"water
under
the
we
these
as
combatants had been blown away by some
smiling guerillas and a bomb.
bridge."
If Mr. White wants to now summarize the
When I heard the news, my heart stopped
multiplicity of intertemporalequity consideraand my voice stuttered and I felt a burning rift
tions needed to further improve his and my rip along my lungs. Young dead faces riffled
analyses, I say more power to him. However,
through my mind. My girl cried because her
difficulty
underestimates
and
I believe he
the
friend's boyfriend is stationed out there, out
in that fantastic, almost incomprehensible
subjectivity of assigning the equity weights
place, out in Beirut. Nobody whom I have ever
necessary to make the disbursement system
more fair and still practicable, while overstating known has been there, not even anybody who
the net affect of these considerations if taken has been vaguely connected with me, except
in totality. It is easy to speak in generalities, these Marines. Now, I thought, over 200 ,of
but how do we subtract
Patrick's knowledge of
"how to ask questions"
from tuitions?

No, They Weren?t Shafted
Continued from page 5
a major deficiency of his analysis which might
mislead his readers.
Patrick proceeds to focus on the fact I did
not incorporate into my model the up-front
costs and externalities due to the library's construction which are being borne only by present students. If he read my letter, he should
know I did consider the initial costs of the
library undoubtably paid for by recent students,
most of whom will never have use of the facility. But please note, as I did, the difficulty of
equitably distributing rebates among the
various groups of students bearing different
burdens, especially those who will not pay
another tuition bill - both seniors and alumni.
In light of the historical precedent at B.C. of
earlier classes paying for improvements enjoyed
only by their successors, I therefore suggested

cy and blind obedience. I firmly resolve with
the help of Thy military advisors and flagwaving patriots to send our good ol' boys to
Lebanon, to support the CIA in the overthrow
of those commie Sandinistas, and to avoid the
near occasion of the thought of moral imperatives. So be it.
Note: My apologies to Mr. Reagan for making him a scapegoat and a god simultaneously.
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New Hope for Infertile Couples
Brought to Beth Israel Hospital
by Peter

Klidaras

Dr. Machelle Siebel of the Beth
Israel Hospital in Brookline offered
new hope for the infertile couple this
past Tuesday in a lecture on in-vitro
fertilization. The event, sponsored by

the Mendel Club's Paul Dudley
White Medical Society, informed
students of this modern-day miracle
of science.
Siebel presented a clear-cut
thorough discussion on the topic.
While remarking on the history and
development of a first in-vitro fertilization program in Boston, Siebel
captivated the small crowd in Higgins
307 for one hour and twenty minutes.
In his address, Siebel not only
described the technical aspects of the
in-vitro procedure, but the moral implications as well.
Since in-vitro fertilization is a process involving artificial conception,
it agitates many moral issues. The
process involves manipulating a
union of sperm and egg outside the
human body. After conception is
then reached, the zygote or fertilized egg, is surgically implanted in the
mother and maturation is anticipated. The morality involved with
such a process ignited several questions from the audience.
"Shouldn't moral and religious
issues affect the legitimacy of the invitro process?" one student asked.
Siebel explained that the moral issue
is always popping up when an artificial means of conception is
recognized, but the goal of this process certainly outweighs this argument, he alleged.
The infertile couple's struggle to
attain pregnancy leads them on a
path of anguish, noted Siebel.
Sometimes cases are so serious that
despondency sets in, and the couple
begins to lose hope. By introducing
them to in-vitro fertilization, as a last
resort, that anguish can be erased.
"Their dream of bearing a child can
become a reality," insisted Siebel.
The process, of course, can't work

for all but there is a high success rate
as illustrated by the many test-tube
babies already born worldwide. In
fact, the popularity of this procedure
has triggered 300 centers to bloom
internationally.

The gynecology/endocrinology
clinic at the Beth Israel Hospital will
open November 1 of this year and is
the first clinic in Boston especially
geared to offer this in-vitro service.
The cost of the operation is approximately $5000. However, even at this
substantially high rate, the clinic anticipates 200 operations a year.

Siebel emphasized the importance
of maintaininga well-balanced crew
of doctors and lab technicians, if the
procedure is to run smoothly. "Since
the patient must be monitored seven
days a week prior to the operation,
everyone's role in the in-vitro lab proves significant."

With the opening of this clinic, infertile couples in the Boston area can
now be assured of a new hope in curing infertility; a new hope that will
relieve the emotional torment experienced by many everyday.

Misatl

Hope
by

Phot

Dr. Machelle Siebel discussed in vitro fertilization Tuesday night
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News Analysis

Is There Reason for the Grenadan Attack?
J.T. Kern

by

In a column appearing on page nine
of last Wednesday's edition of USA
Today, Ernest W. Lefever, president
of the Ethics and Public Policy
Center in the Reagan Administration,
argued that the President's decision
to invade Grenada deserves the support of the American public.
Lefever's four pronged argument,
which is consistent with the anticommunist rhetoric propagated by
Reagan and his Admisistration the
last several days, bears analysis, if
not for its terse quality, then certainly
for the unreasonable demand it
makes on public opinion.
Lefever begins his appeal for support of the President's policies by
stating that as a general rule, "the
United States does not have the
'right' to change other governments
by military means, but in this case the
action was amply justified for four

,

reasons."
Lefever states that US participation in the invasion was made at the
request of and in collaboration with

six Caribbean governments. Not only
has this claim been refuted as according to The Boston Globe, Barbados
Prime Minister Tom Adams said last
week's events were originallyconceived at the suggestion of"a US official," but if fails to recognize the
fact that even if the six member nations of the Organization of Eastern
Carribbean States (OECS) had
solicited American cooperation, these
nations had no more of a right to intervene in domestic Grenadian affairs
than did the US.
As his second point, Lefever states
that the raid was designed for the
purpose of rescuing the approximately 1,000 Americans in Grenada.
Wheareas the legitimacy of this goal
is beyond reproach, the means of attaining it are not. If the US had
chosen to simply announce to the
newly formed Grenadian junta that
it planned a peaceful airlift of
American citizens off that island and
backed it with nonaggressive militay
manuevers, it is unlikely that the infant Marxist regime would have risked a confrontation with the US.

Moreover, now that all US citizens
have been rescued from Grenada, the
longer American troops remain on
the island, the less legitimate the
rescue rationale becomes.
In the third tier of his argument,
Lefever, quoting Reagan, stated that
the invasion sought to restore law and
order after a "brutal group of leftist
thugs violently seized power."
Lefever continued, writing, "Such

order would increase the chances of
genuine self-determination for the
people of Grenada." Again, as did
the first premise of this article, this
rationale raises the question of what
right does the US have to intervene
in the affairs of another country.
Further, the President's impulse to
deem movements which violently
seek to changeexisting governments
through violence as a "group of
brutal thugs" is inconsistent with his
Administration's support of the antiSandinista Contras in Nicaragua.
In his fourth and final point,

Lefever surmises that "the combined operation (if a ratio of US troops
to OECS troops of 9 to 1 can be call-

("CAREERS IN

PROFESSIONAL SALES:
AN INFORMATIONAL PERSPECTIVE"

Speakers From:
XEROX

November 3

PROCTER AND GAMBLE
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
HBO INC.
RALSTON PURINA

4-6 PM
Fulton 412

President Reagan defended aggressive US foreign policy in Lebanon and
Grenada during his televised address Thursday night.
ed a combined operation)probably Lebanon], but it provides direct support through a network of surrogates
will rid the Carribbean of one source
of Cuban and Soviet mischief in this and terrorists," again without offervital region." Thus far, except for the ing the citizens of this country any
supporting evidence.
presence of several hundred Cuban
Grenada,
who were there
advisors on
But with less foundation than the
during the reign of the previous
depthless perception of Lefever's
regime of Maurice Bishop, the
points, is his premise that, in light of
Reagan Administration has offered
no evidence to show direct or indirect these reasons, the American public
should unquestionably support its
involvement of the Soviet Union in
This aduacious request,
President.
gone
farGrenada. Reagan has even
questions the ideal of free
'which
in
his
participather
claims of Soviet
thought within the context of a
tion, stating, "Not only has Moscow
assisted and encouraged the violence
Grenada, page 29
in both countries [Grenada and
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you can havelaw school

WFNX, Boston Phoenix radio, sponsored a seminar on drunken
driving at the Rat Wednesday night. Former Celtics and
Milwaukee Bucks center Dave Cowens and a representative of the
Dukakis Administration were the keynote speakers. Governor
Dukakis has recently stated that his administration would place
greater emphasis on the issue of drunken driving than during his
first term. One such area of stress, he said, would be at college
football games. Here BC students receive various pamphlets and
statistics on the greatest contributor to their death rate.
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Murray Path Raises More Safety Questions
by Patricia La Vigne

Depending on who you talk to,
there is some dissension over the safety of the Murray House Path and
whether the proposed temporary
solutions to the problems are in fact

being implemented.
During this past summer residents
of the Murray House, the UGBC,
and BC Executive Vice President Dr.
Frank Campanella met to arrive at
a compromise concerning the safety
problems of the Murray House Path.

After this meeting it was decided
that a fence would be put up but that
a gate for entrance would be includ-

dark Doherty said, "Therehas been

ed. The only stipulation with the gate
was that it had to be kept locked
from sunset to sunrise.
But an unsecure clasp on thefence
as well as the low height of the fence
has UGBC Vice President for Student Services Pat White upset. "We
are irked to say the least," said
White. He does not feel the need for
security has been satisfied.
UGBC President Art Laske referred to a conversation he had with
Murray House Representative Mike
Doherty one week ago at which time
"Mike said everything was working
out OK," stated Laske.
Responding to complaints that the
fence has been seen open well after

a lot of vandalism. The lock has been
stolen twice. Others have kicked in
the gate so they can squeeze through,
and then there are those that just

jump it."
For years, the path has come under
sharp criticism by many of the stu-

dent organizations as well as the ad-

ministration, due to security problems. Most agree that the path is a
safety hazard for those students us-

ing it, especially at night.
Because the path leads through
heavy trees and dense brush, it is considered to be a high risk area. Because
of this UGBC had proposed that
lights be put along the path. The administration wanted the path completely fenced off.
But, Laske and Doherty met with
Campanella to reach a decision. "Art
and Mike came to me and made a
good case for keeping the path
open," said Campanella. As a result,
a fence was put in to give students access to the path. But the gate is to be
locked at night when the security risk
is much higher, he explained. Murray House and UGBC were to be
responsible for making sure the gate
is locked at sundown and reopened

panella. "It is just for the sake of
convenience during the day." Campanella added that letters have been
sent to those concerned with the land
in the area of the Murray House and
he is proposing that something be

done on a more permanent basis.
"First we would like to clean the
area out," he said. "Then, secondly, [we'd like] to develop the land,
possibly creating a park area. The
path
would
also
provide
accessability."
According to Laske a committee
was supposed to be formed by Campanella some time in October. "I'm
not completely up to date on that
committee ," Laske continued, "but

SPECIALS FOR STUDENTS
$12.50 for girls (regularly $17.50)
$10.00 for boys(regularly $15.00)

in the morning, according to

Campanella.
"We made an agreement with Dr.
Campanella to have the gate put in
as long as it was kept locked after
dusk," confirmed Laske. "Keeping
it locked is part of the responsibilities
of the Murray House residents."
Laske agreed that it is one more
duty for the people in Murray House
but said that Doherty has not
reported any problems. "I haven't
had any complaints about the situaby tion so far," said Laske.
"The path was really only meant
to be temporary," stated Cam-

SHAMPOO, CUT, BLOW DRY
30% OFF PERMS
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
OPEN THURSDAYS TILL 9:00

Dun

Mari
Phot

The way to Murray House may not be as safe as you think

f

I think John Vicidomino [UGBC
Vice President for Student Affairs]
got some information Friday."
"I think that the gate is a good
medium ground for the problemright
now," stated Laske. "It does address
the safety issue." But he too emphasized the fact that the solution is
to be a temporary one and that the
University must come up with a plan
to handle access to all of the Houses
on Hammond Road.
Until the project can be completed
though, thefence will remain with its
gate. The path is a potential hazard
and should be heeded by the students.
There have been no attacks reported
on the path as yet.
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BC Professor Revisits the Tale of Dracula
by Heather Kelley
Leaningagainst his chair amidst a

desk layered with books, papers and
pamphlets, Professor Radu Florescu
explained the veritable character of
Dracula and his reign. The media, he
said, presents an "unequal"image of
Count Dracula and has shifted the
glamour of Dracula "from a general
folkloric theme into a sex symbol and

Vlad the Impaler; andThe Essential
Dracula.
Florescu also channels much of his

energy into the directorship of the

Eastern European Research Center,
whose main goal he stated is "getting
scholars together at a conference to
produce their research on areas of
Eastern and Weastern speciality, and
from that producing a book."
Florescu's special interest, he
a lady's man."
pointed out, is not solely to study and
interpret the Dracula legend but, to
Florescu, a history professor at BC delve into the many legends of history
for 30 years, has researched exten- and reveal the true facts behind them
sively into the reign, life, and through field research.
character evolution of Vlad Tepes;
In a European accent, Florescu
more commonly known as Dracula. described Dracula as a Rumanian naHe is the author of eight books, tional figure who used terror as a
several of which focus on the life of method of maintaining the country
Dracula. They include: In Search of against Turkish aggression. He exDracula; Dracula, a Biography of plained Tepes' scare tactics as impal-

ing external and interal enemies with
rounded stakes. Through this
method, he said, ultimate torture was
ensured because the "bodyslowly fell
down the pole, and was left there indefinately until the corpse rotted
away." He added, "Dracula was not
a blood sucking, blood drinking
tyrant," but a ruler whose character
was transformed by literature and
myth, into something that was a mere

exaggeration. Florescu continued
describing Dracula as a rigid
puritanical figure who aimed to
"destroy the aristocracy and enrich
the peasantry."
With a BA from Oxford University in Eastern European History,
Florescu was particularly drawn
toward this controversial and curious
Rumanian anomaly. His interest in
Dracula was first generated when he

read Bram Stocker's novel Dracula.
Because Florescu grew up around
many of the places documented in the
novel he was "struck by the accuracy
of the village (Dracula's), and
became determined to prove that
Stocker's book was not a "figment of
the imagination." His objective was
to travel to Rumania and "tracehow
much of the book was fact and how
much was fiction," he said.
In 1970, he traveled to Rumania

under the Fulbright grant and worked with librarians, archeologists,
liguists and natives of Rumania to
disclose the truth behind the myth.
He has used the same type ofresearch
method to explain the legend of
Frankenstein in Geneva, and is
presently involved in researching the
legend of Bluebeard.
Publishing a greater amount of
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Research Center to offer language
courses in Rumanian, Bulgarian, and
Yugoslvian. He pointed out that
Rumanian was being offered this
semester at BC, and that next
semester a course in the countries
folkloric culture would be taught by
Professor Dumitro Victu.
Presently Florescu teaches "The
Myth and the Legend,""The
Balkans," and under the immersion
program, a European history course
in French.
Florescu was born and raised in
Bucharest, Rumania. He speaks four
languages: German, French, Rumanian, and English.

modems... disks... paper... books...

For a limited time only

prynWith Selected

available!

factual literature on the subject of
Dracula, contended Florescu, was a
"way of making Rumanian history
known to the American public and
of encouraging the study of Rumanian history."
Florescu has lectured on Dracula
in all fifty states, and has also produced a "dramatic documentary"
starring English actor Christopher
Lee.
Similarily, he has appeared on
"The Johny Carson Show," "The
Today Show," and will be interviewed on WRKO at 9:15 am, today, on
the Dracula topic. He cited these
forms of publicity as "vehicles to interest people in my former country."
On a local level, increased interest
has led the Eastern European
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Glenn Addresses Boston Minority Groups
by Laura Canfield
Hosted by WBZ-TV's Liz Walker
and Jack Williams, Action for
Boston Community Development
(ABCD), Boston's official antipover-

ty agency, presented awards Friday
evening at the Sheraton-Boston to 16
dedicatedvolunteers who serve lowincome neighborhoods. US Senator
John Glenn (D-Ohio), was the
keynote speaker.
Glenn, one of many Democratic
presidential hopefuls, addressed approximately 1500 invited guests,
many of whom are members of local,

dience, stated that his two top
priorities, if elected President, would
be unemployment and education.
Job security, doubling education

monies for the disadvantaged, and a
voluntary work program in which
tuition grants for college or vocational training could be earned were
three of his proposals for reversing
some of the actions of the current

administration.
Citing meaningful-training as one
of the best investments our nation
could make, Glenn elaborated,
"Finally, and at long last, let us build
a society where blacks and other

minorities will be elevated to the cor-

porate boardroom, instead of
relegated to the company dining

room."

just for some. Not just for the
favored few. But for all our
upon the Pledge of Allegiance, people?the liberty of oporturnity
declaring that our country shall again and the justice of equality," he
become one nation (not North and stated.
South or black and white), under
In closing, Glenn noted that this
God (not under the privileged or indeed is the dream for which so
powerful), indivisible (not rich many Americans have died, and he
against poor, men against women), urged everyone to work to redeem
with liberty and justice for all: "Not that dream.

THE PLACE IN HARVARD SQUARE FOR
ALL YOUR TYPEWRITER NEEDS

state, and federal government. Also

in attendance were Boston mayoral
candidates Ray Flynn and Mcl King.
ABCD is a grass-roots, human services organizationwhich deals directly with the problems of the inner-city,
minorities, and youth. Started in
1962, ABCD reached 28,000 families
in Boston last year, with the specific
purpose of helping these low-income
people to help themselves through
programs such as Head Start, the
Foster Grandparent program,
employmentand training programs,
and Fuel Assistance.
Glenn, who geared his speech to
the minority members in the au-

In a very moving and effective conclusion, Senator Glenn reflected
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Missionary Discusses Venezuela
standard of living is miserable, the
people are conditioned to be passive
Maryknoll missionary and Boston and apathetic, according to Shea.
The Venezuelan military oppresses
College graduate Reverend Leo Shea,
during a lecture at Haley House last the people by routinely beating and
Monday, discussed the organization's incarcerating them as well as exwork in Venezuela, the part of the ecuting dissidents. Other dissidents,
poor in initiating social change, and said Shea, simply disappear and are
the role of the Catholic Church in never seen again.
He claimed, however, that there is
Latin America.
"Basically, we feel the poor are goa growing awareness among the poor
ing to change the world," said Shea, that their lives do not have to be the
who has worked in the slums of way they are. Shea said that cries for
Caracas for the past seven years. He justice are becoming louder as the opclaimed that large amounts of money pression and the Venezuelan
are spent to keep the poor oppressed economy worsen.
when they are only "trying to be arShea also believes that the poor of
chitects of their society."
Latin America are going to determine
Nueva Tacagua, where Shea the course of the Roman Catholic
works, is an area which was created Church which had always been
by the government in 1974 to provide dominated by Europe and the United
shelter for those people whose houses States. Shea cited an estimate, predichave been washed away. Though the ting that by the year 2000, 51% of
Christina Hippeli

by

the Church population will be in
Latin America as proof that influence
would shift to that region.
The poor are already a changing

force within the Church because the
Third World church leaders "are
feeling the oppression of their people and they articulate that," said

Gilt

Shea.
"There's open warfare in Roman
Catholicism," he maintained, blaming this largely on what he sees as the
Pope's movement against Latin
America. Shea said that the Pope
continues to name conservative
bishops to the area who "sleepin the
same bed as the military," despite
demands among Latin American
Catholics for more progressive
bishops.
The Church and the state even
work together in Venezuela, asserted

Janice
Phot
by

Reverend Leo Shea feels "...the poor are going to change the world."

sionaries wanted to take part in a
demonstration near the US embassy.
He claimed that the embassy called
the Venezuelan Department of the
Interior to stop the protest, who in
turn contacted the Archbishop of
Caracas. The Archbishop called Shea
to express his disapproval of the
march, which the latter ignored.
"We don't want to be a church of
the privileged," he explained. "We
want to be a church of the poor and
of the young."
The Church in Venezuela differs
from the Church everywhere else
because its past is unique. Shea
said, "The sword and the cross came
together in Latin America,"and he
stressed the region's violent history
of death and slavery.
"Personally, I think that history
was built on greed and capitalism,"
he stated. Continuing, he claimed

was demonstrated when
he and the other Taragua misShea, which
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TIME CLOSE TO HOME
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FRAMINGHAM/BOSTON AREAS

We have 50 immediate openings in 10 cities and towns throughout
the above areas for responsible individuals to work as security officers
in a variety of professional environments. We offer:
Above average starting rates
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Flexible hours
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Last week's Heights stated that
Representative Edward Markey
advocated a unilateral freeze.
The statement should have
read, "Markey advocates a
bilateral freeze."

I

J

that the present day multinational
corporations are using the people in
the same way with the government's

backing.
Because fear and evil are omnipresent among the Venezuelan poor,

Shea noted that a conventional,
Western church cannot exist.The people need many symbols to reassure
them that God is also present. Thus,
their deep-rooted faiths and
Catholicism must be combined to accomodate the people who do not
need an official, institutional Church,
according to Shea.
Shea also said that the missionaries
try not to dominate the people but to
educate and help them. "We don't
go to lead, we go to serve," he stated.
Shea, who graduated from BC in
1960, taught here 10 years ago. Friday he returned to Venezuela to continue his missionary work.
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PIRG Campaigns for Consumer Utitlity Board
by

ly not a stopping point for bills."
Following the floor vote, CUB's next
hurdle will be the Committee on Bills
in the Third Reading.
MassPIRG has therefore concen-

Mary Riga

If the bill is passed into law, the
mechanics of CUB will require utility companies to enclose inserts from
CUB in consumers' monthly gas,
electric and phone bills and to include
a voluntary check-off on the bill itself
which would enable consumers to
become members for $5.20 per year.
CUB would, in turn, collect its dues
and reimburse the utility companies

of several consumer interest
groups in the Jamaica Plain area. A
district meeting with the Senator and
the compilationof a constituent petition are also planned.

port

for costs connected with the
enclosures and the check-off.
Such an administrative structure is
ideal, stated Collins. "No tax money
will be used to support CUB, it won't
cost the utility companies a cent, and,
in the end, CUB will flourish only if
consumers themselves feel the need
for its existence and thus contribute
to support it."

MassPIRG has in recent months
launched a major campaign aimed at
the passage of Senate Bill 1969 which
Although Lewis "hasn't committrated its efforts on the residents of
provides for the creation of a Con(CUB).
especially
districts,
Board
Lewis'
Utility
sumer
Senator
ted himself yet," Collins cautioned
The bill, described by PIRG the urban residents of Jamaica Plain that "wecan't expect overwhelming
support based on his past record."
member Anne Collins as "a to whom the Senator is most responcommon-sense type of legislation," sive. Volunteers have been going The public reaction has been positive
would create a state-wide, non-profit door-to-door distributing fact sheets however. "We meet with very little
corporation known as the Consumer and urging constituents to call or opposition to CUB except from the
Utility Board to represent the in- write their senator. MassPIRG has
utility companies themselves," stated
? TTS.TIC 7"TO"I'D! TC
214 Summner Street
terests of residential consumers of also sought, and received, the supCollins.
loIOJLjC
Centre, MA 02159
Newton
|
gas, electricity and phone services.
?
617-965-5775
|
r,,
iT
Collins stressed the need for a conCUB
to
resource
such
as
sumer
challenge the power of Massachusetts
utility companies. "Last year," she
A food shop specializing in
said, "they [the utility companies),
were granted $190 million in rate increases. This is not at all surprising,
considering the fact that the utilities
outspent consumer advocates 8 to 1
in rate case disputes."
A Consumer Utility Board would |
CATERING* PORTABLE PARTIES
!?
?
claimadvantage,
balance this unfair
BY TO SAMPLE OUR DELICIOUS FOOD
|
channel
by
Collins,
providing
a
ed
a
AND LEARN MORE ABOUT US.
for consumer education in the mat- by
\u25a0*
ters Of rate-hike requests and alterI MON-THURS. 10-7
?
native energy and conservation proLET LS PREPARE
FRIDAY 10-6
I
a
"include
grams. CUB would also
provisions for individual advocacy MassPIRG members campaigning for the Consumer Utility Board (CUB) |
work in the courts," she continued.
Existing consumer advocate
organizations are simply unable to effectively meet consumer needs. Active intervention on the behalf of
ratepayers by the Attorney General
and by the Department ,of Public
Utilities is subject to political
pressures and to the vagrancies of
changing administrations. Independent organizations such as
MassPIRG and Mass Fair Share are
simply "over-taxed" and can only intervene in a limited number of cases.
In their position paper on s. 1969,
188E55J?
£9mb
the Massachusettes Public Interest
«l
\u25a0
\u25a0
\u25a0&\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
Jf&mk*. w&
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ifa
Group states: "CUB offers consistency and continuity since its budget
would not be subject to political
J*ws
I
afe*.
ml
*pressures and reduced tax revenues.
Only CUB would be controlled
directly by consumers and be
,
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that skyrocketing utility rates pose
for the student. "Because of BC's
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measured service, would transform
all local calls into toll calls and could
triple the phone bills of certain consumers. CUB would speak for consumers on telephone issues and
would advise them on the unfamiliar
aspects of the new system.
But if this is an issue that directly
affects the student population, it is
also "clearly an issue where students
have had, and can continue to have,
an impact," stated Collins.
Due, in a large measure, to the lobbying efforts of BC MassPIRG on
Senator Galvin (Brighton) last year,
s. 1969 was released from his committee. This year, MassPIRG is
targeting its attention on Senator Arthur Lewis (Jamaica Plain) since he
chairs the Committee on Bills in the
Third Reading and is widely known
for his close ties to members of the
utility companies, said Collins.
After its release from the Senate
Ways and Means Committee
(possibly some time this week), the
bill will go to the Senate floor for
vote. This stage of the legislative pro-

cess, explained Collins, "is general-
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phone or pays into a phone."
Collins was referring to the
changes in billing procedures expected after the break-up of AT&T
and the re-structuring of New
England Telephone. One of these
changes, the institution of local
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minent divestiture of AT&T, we can
expect requests for astronomical rate
hikes from local telephone companies. Virtually every student has a
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three-year housing policy, many
students are to be utility rate payers
for at least one of the four college
years," she said. "Also, with the im-
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Leaders Stress Communication Skills
by Lisa Nuccitelli

Three successful Boston College
alumni stressed the value of good
communication skills at a career
planning program for communication majors last Thursday night in
McGuinn Auditorium.
None of the speakers are directly
involved in the communications field
but all three stressed the importance
of good communicating skills in any

job.
The program included President of
Allegheny Corporation John J.

Burns, Massachusetts State Board of
Appeals Judge Joseph P. Warner,
and President of Hill, Holiday, Connors and Cosmopulos John M.

Connors.
After graduating from Boston College in 1958, Burns continued his
education at the Harvard School of
Business where he earned a Masters

Degree. As president of Allegheny,
which is a combination of an investing company and a holdingcompany, Burns said that 75% of his job
includes communications. "If I can't
communicate well, 1 can't do my

CIROS
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Free carafe of wine with dinner
for two with this ad.
239 Harvard Street
Brookline, Mass

277-7112

job," said Burns.
According to Burns, written communication is very important because
it acts as a "safety net" for information a person can't catch verbally.
Although oral communication is important, Burns said that he wouldn't
recommend people for management
positions who couldn't write well.
Burns advised students to develop
goodwriting skills and to concentrate
on learning and improving one's
writing skills throughout life, not just

GUI
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in college.

Warner, a 1958 graduate of BC, attended Boston College Law School
before reaching the State Board of
Appeals. Warner was a last minute
substitute for Raymond J. Kenney
who was unable to attend due to a
death in the family.
"In order to be a good lawyer and
judge, you need to be able to communicate," said Warner. He outlined some practical suggestions in communicating as well. "It's important
for a person to know the audience
he's communicating with," stated
Warner.
Warner also praised legal reporter,
Joseph Harvey ofThe Boston Globe

JosephP. Warner advises, "Write, write, write, and then write some more."
for communicating complex legal Cosmopulos is the fiftieth largest
company in the United States. Some
ideas to his readers.
"Write, write, write and then write of their clients include Bay Banks,
some more," said Warner. If a perSpaulding, and Wang Computers.
write
legal
well,
son can't
"his
career Connors attributed his success to his
speaking skills. "I'm not a good
can be affected adversely," he conwriter, but I'm a good speaker," he
tinued.
In introducing Connors, the said.
organizer of the evening, speech comConnors stated that the key to efmunications professor Dr. John fective communicating is believing in
oneself. According to Connors, a
Lawton, described Connor's advertising agency as "one of the most
person can't communicate successfullargest and influential advertising ly until he believes in himself, but
agencies in New England."
"the world is yours when you believe
in yourself," he concluded.
Hill, Holiday, Connors and

Security
Beyond BC

Party

Mcontinuedfrom page 3
school's security measures vary with
the type of building. The apartmentstyle residence halls there utilize a
buzzer-intercom system like the one
recently installed on Lower Campus
here.
Sergeant Ann Glavin of the MIT
campus police noted, "all guests are
supposed to be signed in, and have
to
form
of
show some
identification."
When asked how effective the
system has been, Glavin responded,
"It works fairly well. We have had
our share of larcenies, but this is not
due to serious flaws in the security

Party

Party

system."

Babson College in Wellesley has a
similar to the one at BC.
However, Assistant Dean of Students
David Ellis noted that the school will
be installing "a card-access program
next year, and I think that many colleges will be moving in this
direction."
This system requires that anyone
entering a residence hall must have
a computerizedcard which, when slid
into a checking slot, will open the
door. This will be the only way to
enter the building.
Ellis also explained that Babson
buttresses its security efforts on campus by making it difficult to gain access from off campus. At night, only one exterior gate is left open, and
it is always guarded.
"We have a different situation
here than you do over there [at BC},"
stated Ellis. "Our dormitories are
smaller, and we are in a different type
of area." This, according to Ellis, is
because the school is less accessible
to outsiders, makes it somewhat
easier for Babson to provide security for its residents than BC.
Bentley College in Waltham runs
campus
security program along the
it
same lines as Babson, which is approximately the same distance from
Boston as Bentley.
Outsiders can gain access to the
campus through only one gate on
weekend nights. Visitors have to
register with a guard at the gate. The
guard then calls the resident he wishes
to see for verification.
Like Babson, Bentley is planning
installation of a computerized card
system. Diector of Housing, Gabe
Repassy, said the installation will cost
about $70,000.
"It won't significantly affect student tuition," Repassy stated. But he
added, "In terms of security, it
shouldn't be looked at in terms of
system
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533 Commonwealth Aye, Kenmore Sq.,
Boston
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dollars."
Currently, until the new system is
fully installed, the residents of each

1

dormitory determine their particular
methods of security for their
building. Dorms are locked at midnight on weeknights, and earlier on
weekends. Bentley also uses an escort
service similar to BC's.
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Steve Strachan and Boston College soared over Perm State Saturday, 27-17. The Eagles' national rankings should soar as well.
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by Kelly Short

BC Buries Penn State Early; Hangs on 27-17
by

J.T. Kern

There will always be room for
argument in any discussion of
regional supremacy, but now, can
therebe any legitimate doubt who is
the real Beast of the East?
On thestrength of 380 yards passing by Doug Flutie, including two
touchdown strikes, Boston College
thoroughly avenged last year's 52-17
drubbing at the hands of Perm State,
by frustrating the Nittany Lions,
27-17, before 56,188 at Sullivan
Stadium.
The difference in terms of offense
in theresults of Saturday's game and
the one last season at Alumni
Stadium, resided in BC's ability to
finish its long drives by scoring, a factor conspicuously absent from the
contest of a year ago. "This year, we
got the ball in the end zone," explained Flutie after the game. "The idea
was to put some points on the board
and we did and we did it early."
On the game's opening possession,
Flutie drove BC 80 yards in 13 plays,
involving three different running
backs and three receivers. At third
and nine from the Perm State 10 yard
line, a well protected Flutie spotted
Brian Brennan in the left side of the

end zone and whistled a strike to the
Eagle flanker for BC's first score.
The touchdown reception was the
first of twelve on the day for Brennan, who with his final catch in the
fourth quarter tied Barry Gallup's
single season reception record of 46
and the BC single game record.
No one was more happy for Brennan than Gallup himself, who set the
mark in 1968. "It's fabulous," commented the BC receiver coach of the
record. "It just seems the bigger the
game, the better Brian Brennan
plays."

But while Brennan's twelve receptions played a major role in his
team's success, ironically, it was a
pass that he failed to catch which
enabled BC to double its lead.
With 13:55 left in the second
quarter, on third and six from the BC
33, Flutie, again with ample time, attempted to hit Brennan at the Perm
State 42. The throw sailed off the
hands of the leaping Brennan, but
then sailed eight more yards to a
waiting Troy Stradford, who collected the ball and sprinted the final
34 yards for the score. Kevin Snow
added his second extra point of the
game and BC led 14-0.
After the BC defensestopped Perm

Steve DeOssie shouts encouragement to his teammates during a rare stint
on the bench.

State for the fourth time in the first
half, back-up offensive lineman Mike
Gooberlet got a piece of Lion punter
George Reynolds' punt and BC took
over at the Perm State 36. Three plays
later, after Flutie moved BC to inside
the five yard line with a pass to Brennan, Steve Strachan ran around left
end for the touchdown and with
Snow's conversion BC had a 21-0
bulge.
After the game, Jack Bicknell explained that getting ahead early acted
as a counter force to Perm State's ball
control strategy. "That's why it was
important we that we jumped out
ahead. We took it right down and
scored."
However, Perm State did not view
the margin as insurmountable. Just
two plays after Steve DeOssie disarmed quarterback Doug Strang at the
BC 45, freshman sensation D.J.
Dozier took a handoff from Strang
and rumbled 42 yards for Perm
State's first score.
On the ensuing kickoff, Ken Bell
fumbled the ball and the Lions
recovered it at the BC 15 and it looked like BC was coming unravelled.
But the defense, particularly the
secondary which deflected two
passes, held and forced Perm State to
settle for a Nick Gancitano field goal
from 23 yards.
With 51 seconds left in the half,
Snow chipped a 27 yard field goal accounting for the 24-10 half time
score.
On its first drives of the second
half, Perm State untracked its offense
and moved the ball effectively against
BC. But both times the resurgent BC
defense, led by Mike Ruth, George
Radochowsky, and Tony Thurman,
refused to give ground once theLions
got into Eagle territory, forcing
Reynolds to punt twice within the BC
40.
But after Flutie fumbled at the
Perm State 20 early in the fourth
quarter, Strang drove Perm State
down to BC's 20 yard line. At third
and three, when BC had stopped
PSU tailback Jon Williams for no
gain, it appeared that the Lions
would be denied again. But Joe
Paterno instructed his team to go for
the first down and on a play action,
Strang hit third string tight end Brian
Silverling, who waltzed into the end
zone untouched. With Gancitano's
extra point, the once comfortable 21

point lead had dwindled to seven.
But in the face of this imminent
Perm State threat, Flutie (24 for 43,
380 yards) calmly and coolly ate up
over half of the 7:06 left on the clock,
moving BC from its own 18 down to
the Perm State 23. Included in the
drive was a brillant diving snag by
Gerald Phelan at the BC 47 and the
record tying catch by Brennan (172
total receiving yards) at the 40 yard
line of Perm State. With 2:28 left in
the game, Snow cranked a 40 yard
field goal, putting the game out of
reach.
With Perm State falling to 5-4,
with Pittsburgh (6-2) having to fight
for its life against Syracuse, and with

struggling West Virginia 20-3 losers
to

Miami of Florida, the question

posed after the game was "Who's
Number One in the East?" Nobody

in the BC locker room would claim
this title in total seriousness, but then
nobody would/deny it either.
A sober Paterno though, knew
who reigns in the East. "I haven't
thought about it yet," said the coach
of the defending national champs,
"but I'd have to say it's BC."
For his part, Bicknell stated that
this, BC's first victory over Perm
State in 12 tries, dating back to 1949,
"was the biggest one. Now we're
never going to be impressed by
anyone again."

Inside BC Football

A Sensible Plan

by

Michael Rolfes

Call-in talk shows, usually a reservoir of ignorance, uninformed opinion, and distorted fact, took an interesting turn last Sunday morning
after a faceless host immodestly
forebode that Boston College would
naturallyfeel the rust of a three week
layoff when they played Perm State
the following week. What's more, the
soothsayer croaked, the Nittany
Lions would crunch BC by three
touchdowns.
Doug Flutie, weary of the barrage
of speculation, could no longer bear
the misguided logic. The Eagle
quarterback called into the show and
merely said, "We'll see about that."
This Sunday morning Flutie rested
comfortably after a glorious 27-17
victory over the Nittany Lions and
the knowledge that the prophets had
read the wrong tea leaves.
Furthermore, BC showed anything
but mildew in the dismantling of the
long-timekings of Eastern football.
Keying the win was a well oiled multiple offense and an enterprising,
resourceful defense. Both game plans
required precision and timing.
"We had three weeks off, but that
also means three weeks to practice,"
said Flutie about the offensive
preparation, after the game. "We
were ready for them. We set up a
game plan according to their defense

and stuck with it."
Assistant coach Barry Gallup
agreed, and added that effective

preparation drills aided the Eagle
cause. "We didn't practice too hard

the first and third weeks, but we did
the second week. It was like spring
practice. It allowed us to stay sharp
and still have time to rest up."
This strategem was the concoction
ofcoach Jack Bicknell, who naturally
took little credit for the plot. "I never
really thought about the layoff hurting us until I heard everybody getting paranoid about it. Then I almost
got scared because I wasn't worried.
But for me it was just like the
preseason."

If so, then the result should have
been just as expected. Bicknell has
won the season opener each of his
three years here (Texas A&M twice
and Morgan State).
It takes, of course, more than
physically fit bodies to beat a Perm
State. It requires a balanced offense
and/or an unpredictable defense
capable of making the big plays. The
Lions fell to the Foxboro Eleven
Saturday only because both elememts
were present.
Quarterback coach Tom Coughlin
masterminded the offensive
blueprints, adding subtle adjustments
to the multiple set formation that
underlies Bicknell's offensive
philosophy. In this way BC was able
to exploit weaknesses in the Perm
State secondary.
Explained Coughlin, "They have
a tendency to play off the ball so we
Inside BC Football, page 17
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Sports Briefs

Sports Desk Gridbits

Bowl scouts from all over the country saw Saturday's game?the Liberty,
Peach, Hall of Fame, Florida Citrus, and Fiesta Bowls all took a long look.
Don't count out the Sugar Bowl necessarily either...Doug Flutie has thrown
for exactly 900 yards during the last two BC-Penn State games...Troy Stradford ran without any sign of a limp. Stradford, who missed two games with
torn ligaments after getting hurt on the opening kickoff of the West Virginia
game, claimed after the game that the knee didn't hurt at all. About the tipped pass he caught for a touchdown, he said, "I just turned around because
I knew he had just thrown the ball to Brian [Brennan]. He had a vicious

collision, and I just happened to be in the right place at the right time."
Through seven games this season, the Eagles have given up but eight points
in the third quarter...Few people have noticed but Brian Brennan is in the
process of rewriting the BC record book these days. Brennan is BC's alltime leading receiver in career reception yardage with 1843. His twelvereceptions against Perm State tied Luke Urban's 1919 mark for most in a game.
His next touchdown reception will make him the all-time BC leader in that
category, breaking Mike Roarke's mark of twelve. Still in sight is Dave Zumbak's 113 career reception record.

UMass & UConn Blank Kickers
by Kelly Short

Losses, last week, to UConn and
UMass, the nation's first and third
ranked teams, dropped the BC
women's soccer team's record to

14-4.

In a defensive battle Friday night,
the Minutemen of UMass took home
a 1-0 victory, their lone goal coming
as a result of a direct kick. Twelve
minutes into the first half, Peggy
Flemming committing a foul 25 yards
out from BC's goal, setting up Debbie Harackowicz's direct kick which
cleared the defenders' wall and sailed into the upper left corner of the
net.

"I never thought that goal would
hold up," said coach Mike LaVigne,
who expected a higher scoring game.
Coaching an injury-plagued team
Bernie Diaz closed out her final fall season at Boston College with the New for the first time all season, LaVigne
England's Championship. Playing second seed, Diaz crowned a great career has had to rearranee his offensive
off by beating Dartmouth's Julie Parks in the finals, 7-6, 1-6, 6-4. "She's unit. Starting midfielder Jen Fitza pretty good player," said Diaz. "It's pretty nice to go out on a winning patrik is out of action with a knee injury which may prevent her on the
note." Diaz, who has played first or second seed since the day she first stepped on to the Plex courts, enjoyed her best season ever, winning in straight
sets in the Big East tournament, going the entire season without being beat
by someone ranked below her, and improving her doubles game considerably.
Beating BU's Mandy O'Donnell 6-2, 7-6 in the semifinals, Diaz revealed her
consistency and determination. In both the semis and finals, Diaz won crucial
tiebreaker games to lead her to victory. "Ester [Viti] and I practice breakers
a lot. It's made me better."
The other three BC participants, Katie Molumphy, Nanette Hansen, and
Julie Sheridan all made respectable if not spectacular showings. None made
it through the semi-finals.

Diaz Wins New England?s

sidelines for the NCAA Tournament. 1
Another freshman starter, Maria
Montouri, is playing with a pulled
thigh muscle.
Flemming has dropped back to
midfield from the forward line, but
that move has decreased BC's offensive attack. The Eagles managed only
seven shots on goal. "The forwards
need work," said LaVigne, "we need
to generate more offense."
Fullback Laura Toole said, "There
wasn't enough communication between the midfield and the forwards.
They played more defense than we
expected. UMass doesn't always pick
up their man. Our defense was hitting long balls out'because they were
always a half step ahead of us on the
short passes."
Precise ball handling by both
teams made for controlled action at
midfield, but neither team could
penetrate the other's defense.
With
2:15 left in the game, the UMass
goaliedove for a save, missed the ball
and was hurt. The Minutemen's

LaVigne.

Injury Ridden Volleyers Split
The women's volleyball team split a tri-match against Wellesley and Eastern
Nazarean College last Thursday. Strong efforts from Michelle Hanson, Kathy
Dougherty, and Deb Lezy lifted the Eagles to victory over Wellesley two games
to one. Eastern Nazarean beat them, though, two games to none. The team
has been injury plagued the whole season; they've yet to floor a crew of twelve
healthy players. Their last match before the Big East tournament is tommorrow against Fairfield and Holy Cross at Holy Cross. The Big East is on the
weekend of November 18 and 19 at Providence College. Their record now
stands at 5-17.

Bentley Gets Revenge
by Rick Kelley

manner. The first ten minutes of play
were centered in the Bentley defen"I'm disappointed," lamented BC sive zone. The Eagles had a few
women's field hockey coach Karen chances to score in this stretch, but
Keough following her team's 1-0 a strong Bentley defense thwarted
defeat at the hands of the Bentley their opportunities.
Falcons.
Following this, Bentley seemed to
The loss to Bentley, a team that the gain control for the remainder of the
Eagles had beaten just two days first half. Fourteen minutes prior
to
earlier, dropped BC's seasonal record intermission, a Bentley forward rushto 6-6-1.
ed down the field and fired a shot
Entering the game, Keough felt her which hit the left post of the Eagle
club held a "psychological advannet. This was not the only Falcon
tage" because of BC's recent victory threat, but goalie Nancy Gonsalves
over its opponent. As she expected, and an alert defense prevented any
the game started with the Eagles playdamage. As the first half came to a
ing in an aggressive and confident close, the score remained knotted at
?

Lynne Frates positions herself to receive a pass off a faceoff.
zero.

In the first ten minutes after the
break, the Eagles had several scoring
opportunities. Jean Essex and Linda
Griffin both uncorked shots at the
Bentley netminder. These threats
preceded junior forward Lynne
Frate's blistering shot at the goalwith
27:55 remaining. The shot was saved, and the ball sat naked in front of
the Falcon net. The battle which ensued saw the Bentley defense poke the
ball out of the danger area.
Again BC's pressure was followed by a period of Bentley dominance.

Gonsalves turned back a threat and
Griffin cleared the ball with 22:30 left
in the game. But eight minutes later,
following a fine kick save by BC's
junior goalie, Bentley's persistence
resulted in the game's only score.
The Eagles continued playing with
determination and came upon several
more opportunities. With seven
minutes remaining on the clock,
Essex rushed down the left side and
centered the ball to Patricia Riehl
who brought it closer to the goal
before having the rush halted by a
Bentley defender. Several minutes
passed before a Lori Kelfer shot went
just wide of the net and BC's hopes
for a victory began to dwindle.

In the final two minutes, the Eagles
hustled, but were unsuccessful in
scoring against a strong Bentley
team.

Coach Keough noted that the game
"was not a bad game, but certain
aspects hurt us." She recognized that
the team was "flat and we were getting beat to the ball."
The Eagles definitely had chances
score, but the Bentley defense
presented no weaknessesfor the team
to attack. Keough decided, "I can't
fault our defense, we just had no offense. Our forwards weren't
to

Sweeper Anne Donahue clears past a UConn forward in BC's 3-0 loss Tuesday to the Huskies.
Photo by Deirdre Reidy

clicking."

defense came through, beating BC to
the loose ball between the keeper and
the net, saving the match for UMass.
At UConn, Tuesday, the Eagles
fell prey to the Huskies and the
referee's whistle. A total of 46 fouls
were called, 24 on BC. Excessive
compared to the usual 10 to 20, the
calls disrupted the offensive efforts
of both teams. UConn challenged
goalkeeper Kathy Brophy with 14
shots while BC could launch only
seven.
UConn's Shankweiler started the
Huskies off at 34:50 in the first half
with a shot to the left of the net. Marrone followed closely with her first
goal of the game and iced the match
at the end of the second half with an
unassisted score.
"They scored first.' It would have
been a different game if we'd scored
first," said LaVigne. "We matched
up well and put a lot of pressure on
them," he continued.
Toole agreed. "It would have been
a real psychological upper to score
first. We tend to relax and try more
things offensively rather than concentrate too much on defense."
Defensively, the Huskies checked
the Eagles' playmakers, and forced
their goalie to make only five saves.
"They marked us well," said

Photo by Kelly Short

BC's defense hit long balls because
of the grass field, according to Toole.
"We don't get to play much on grass
and the long shots were safer than
short passes on the wet grass. We
haven't been using the midfield as
much as we should, even when Jen
[Fitzpatrick] and Maria [Montouri]
were both playing."
Losing to the first and third ranked teams is no disgrace to LaVigne,
"They're better teams," he said.
"You need to be at full strength
against number one and three." The
Eagles made it to the last four games
in the season without injuries, a difficult time to start making changes.
BC lost to the four top teams in the
nation in its 14-4 season and was the
only team to play each of them. The
Eagles will play the first round of the
NCAA tournament at Princeton on
November 5.
"The key to the season is to make
the tournament," said LaVigne, "the
seasonal rank doesn't matter, you
still have the chance to be the national champions."

Women?s Soccer Commentary

Freshmen Leading Women
by Mark Arduino

Last Friday night against UMass,
the BC women's soccer team and
head coach MikeLaVigne closed the
book on their 1983 regular season
with a 14-4record. Again they have
eclipsed their previousregular season
performance (10-3-1 in 1982). Again,
they are in the upcoming NCAA
Tournament. What more could you
expect from any fourth year varsity
program?
"In light of our schedule, I'm really happy with the season," said
LaVigne. Consider that the fifth
ranked BC women have already faced the top four teams in the nation,
before entering the NCAA's.
The trademark of the 1983 edition
women booters has been its hard nose
defense, which has been anchored by
the take-charge play of senior Laura
Toole. The combination of scrappy
mid-field play and some timely
goalkeeping from Kathy Brophy
helped to launch a ten game unbeaten
string.
"With the way all the girls played
their hearts out, it's difficult to single
out great individual performances,"
said LaVigne. "During those ten
games, Kathy Brophy was definitely

a key factor, but it really was a total
team effort."
To further magnify the
significance of the Eagle's consistent
defense through the streak, note that
opposing teams tallied only three
goals in this period.
Preceding the women's ten game
undefeated sting was the Cortland
State Tournament, where they notched both a stunning upset win and
a disappointing loss on the same
afternoon.
The BC women started their day

off by icing a 2-1 victory over Central Florida, last year's national
runner-up. The stress and fatigue incurred in the Florida game took its
toll as host and fourth ranked Cortland State, which had not played
earlier in the day, defeated a weary

Eagle team.

The self-confidence gained in the
Central Florida game was to serve as
a keynote performance for the rest of
the year.
The recent elevation of the
women's soccer program at BC can
be significantly credited to the recent
success of the recruiting program.
This year's talent hunt directed by
LaVigne and staff netted five out of
eleven freshman prospects. Jen Fitzpatrick, Maria Montouri, and Martha McNamara have been the
welcomed additions from this group.
Although Montouri and Fitzpatrick
have been slowed lately by injuries,
they, along with the rest of the
spirited corps of freshmen, have added a needed leadership dimension to
this year's squad.
On November 5 BC's new mold of
youth and emerging talent will be put
to the test at Princeton [8-3-2} in the
first round of the NCAA's. The winner will face first ranked UConn who
shutout the Eagles 3-0 last week.
"The key to any season is making
the NCAAs," said LaVigne.
"UConn is definitelyat a disadvantage going into the tournament since
they haven't faced all four of the top
teams during the regular season and
we have," added LaVigne.
If coach LaVigne's clairvoyant attitude is any accurate indication of
how the Eagle women will fare
against the elite competition, then
look for the youthful bunch to exceed
its regular season limits.
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Mixed Review for Foxboro
by

Mike Corcoran
Foxboro. Sullivan Stadium. The

only thing anyone knew for sure
about last Saturday's game against
Perm State was that it would accomodate more fans than last year's
Alumni Stadium confrontation. Was
BC giving up the homefield advantage for moneys sake? How would

the site shift affect the team? How
would it affect the fans?
The first two questions are easy to
answer. 56,186 fans, the large majorityof them BC rooters, filed into
Sullivan Stadium to see the Eagles
win before a regional TV audience.
But what about the fans? How did
they feel about having to make a 45
minute (without traffic) drive to a
home game? How did this game differ from a game at Alumni Stadium?
Opinion was mixed regarding the
drive up, and about which location
was better. Dave Adams, SOM '86
said that he, "wished it [the game]
was still at Alumni Stadium. It would
be a lot less hassle."
Kris Burrell, SOM '86, expressed
a fairly common opinion, saying,
"The trip is bad, but it's better here
because there are more peoole " Rut
Kris's companion, Barbara Fusco,
A&S '86 disagreed. She said, "I like
this here, but it would be nicer to
have it at Alumni."
The parking lot surface, or lack of
one, wasn't appreaciated by many
people, and a few felt that this hurt
the tailgaiting activities. Steve Lee,
SOM '85 expressed his feelings this
way, "They should [rejpave the parking lot. It cuts into the tailgating."
Despite the logistic difficulties involved in getting to thegame, it seemed to bring people closer together
during the tailgating, which was very
large and active in scale. Alice
Breslin, A&S '85 said that, "The
tailgating is more of a ritual, when
you have to come all the way up
here." Amy Clasby, A&S '85 said
that the trip, "Gets you more psyched. There's more student participation when you have to travel. You get
more involved, part of the whole student body."

Cannone SOM '85, commented
lightheartedly, "The walk's longer."
Paul Derrickson, A&S '86 said that

the shift

to

Sullivan "beats the hell

out of being at Perm State."
There seemed to be a feeling of a
common untertaking between those
tailgating before the game. Spirits
were as high as the temperature was
low, and everyone seemed to be helping others out willingly. Those optimistic souls made up for the three
week rooting break, (which was considered too long by most) by filling
Sullivan Stadium with their noise as
their team did with points in the se-

cond quarter.

Pet r

by

Paul Shaw, Steve DeOssie, and Ed Yon Nessen make life difficult for Perm State tailback Jon Williams. The
Nittany Lions had a tough day, being humbled by the "Beast" called the Eagle.
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Eagles Work Timely Plan to Perfection
Mcontinued from page 15

That too was a result of excellent
scouting, according to offensive

tried to have our receivers curb their
patterns in front of their defensive
backs. They did a good job of get-

tackle Mark McDonald. "Because
we're a passing team, people like to
give us a lot of different looks. Temple and West Virginia both did it.
Perm State is very multiple too. But
we watched the films?they didn't do
anything that we haven't watched
them do before. We did a lot of work
in practice at picking up the stunts."
Somethingakin to a zone defense,
BC's offensive line has grown into
the habit of blocking situations, not
personnel. The audibles called to respond to various defensive
realignments occurring just before
the snap apply to them as well as the
skill positions.
Explained McDonald, "It is
especially necessary for us because
Flutie's small and needs a lot of room
so he can step up into the pocket. We
try to meet the stunts at the line of
scrimmage, stalemate them, and give
Doug the chance to find the passing
lanes. It's complicated and there are,
of course, occasional breakdowns,
but if it works 90% of the time, we
should be able to move the ball."
If the running game was never truly established, it did work well
enough to give BC several important
first downs and the necessary balance
to keep the linebackers from cheating
back. Stradford managed to gain 59
yards on just ten carries.
"One of the keys was being able
to run the ball effectively," said
Coughlin. "Troy made a big difference. He gives us the speed and the

ting open."
By emphasizing a ball-control,
passing oriented game in lieu of the
home run derby, BC moved the ball
steadily up the field, except for a tipped pass that resulted in a 67 yard
scoring sneakaway by Stradford.
The other noticeable difference in
strategy was that BC threw from the
start rather

than establishing the run-

ning game. It had been BC's pattern
in the past to stay on the ground
more early, perhaps its one conces-

sion to the laws of football convention. But Saturday the offense looked more in character at the outset,
blitzing Perm State with 24 first half
points on 252 passing yards by Flutie.
Coughlin's plan was met with
unanimous praise. Noted Flutie,
"Perm State's defense is good, but
we're confident we can throw on
anybody. Their linebackers don't
drop real deep and their backs do, so
we were able to find open areas in the
seams. Coach Coughlin wanted us to
get in the flow of the game early. We
came out throwing because it was important to get points on the board
early."

This allowed Brian Brennan to sear
with
general approval, particularly the the Lions' double coverage for 172
ease in finding your seat and not havyards on twelve receptions. It also
ing to worry about the student denkept BC out of unattractive third and
sity in any section. Jackie Pelletier, long situations ?Perm State's
SOM '84, described her feeling on the "nickel" defense (five defensive
actual game taking place in Sullivan backs) is among the most difficult to
Stadium this way. "It was exciting attack.
Helping Brennan and Gerard
playing in a pro staduim, and neat
seeing the replays on the screen. Phelan to develop their patterns fully was the no longer suspect offenEspecially since it was packed."
All in all, everyone seemed to be sive line, who gave Flutie more than
taking the move well in stride. Frank .enough time to stay in the pocket.

Sullivan Stadium itself

Klidars

met

breakaway threat to match our passing game."
If Coughlin's offensive scheme
worked, the design of the defensive
braintrust flourished with just as
much success. Though Perm State no
longer possesses the relentless,

unstoppable machine of 1982, it had
found enough flaws in its opponents
to average 31 points over the last six
games.
BC succeeded in its own plan,
utilizing foundations deep rooted in
stunts, blitzes,

and brute force. "We

gave them good change-ups on
defense," analyzed Bicknell. "A major portion of the credit must go to
the defense."
Instrumental for BC was the play
of defensive ball-hawks George
Radachowsky and Tony Thurman,
who surprised the fleet Nittany Lion
widereceivers with genuine quickness
of their own. Radachowsky and

Thurman combined to deflect ten
would-be completed passes away
from QB Doug Strang's targets.
"I thought we had the quickness
in the secondary," said Bicknell, "if
we could put enough pressure on
them. That's why it was so important
for us to throw every kind of formation we could think of."
A call that worked with positive
results was blitzing two guys through
the same hole, usually Steve DeOssie
first to occupy the blocker, and slipping another underneath and towards
the pocket.
Even mystified Perm State coach
Joe Paterno was left tongue-tied.
"BC deserved to win?their defense
played very well. They blitzed us a
great deal and we couldn't handle it.
We expected it but we just couldn't
handle it. We tried to catch them in
a couple of things but we weren't
guessing right."

Another effective technique is
Mike Ruth over, around, or through
the offensive line. Ruth enjoyed
another banner day, muscling double teams for six tackles and two
sacks, while allowing teammate Scott
Harrington to collect six other

tackles. Stated Bicknell emphatically, "Mike Ruth is one of the finest
players in the country?no, not the
East?the country. His improvement
accelerates every week."
The only saving grace for Perm
State was freshman phenom D.J.
Dozier who rumbled to over 100
yards, including a 42 yard TD burst
on third and 16. Dozier kept Perm
State in the game until the waning
moments.
If not for

Dozier and the turnover

plague which ceases to leave, the
game may not have been nearly as
close. The Eagles kept their composure to the end and continued to
abide by the game plan even when

their lead was cut to seven.
With the Lions looking to steal the
game, BC unfurled a classy 59 yard
drive and took the air out of both
Perm State and the clock,
culminating in a game cinching 40
yard field goal by Kevin Snow into
the wind.
play
The
nine
march
characteristically included five complete passes, the first a spectacular
over the shoulder grab by Phelan.
Quite obviously, precision and timing were in perfect order.
"The coaches don't want us to sit
on leads," said McDonald. "We
have to keep coming and keep putting points on the board."
It is a good attitude which the
coaching staff sees. "This is a mental game, but it's equallyemotional,"
said Coughlin. "I think the layoff
made us hungry and made us realize
that we have something very special
here." With confidence and faith in
the coaches, the game plans, and the
program germinating, more bright
days seem to be on the way.
And it has become refreshing to see
execution instead of excuses.

This Week at the Heights
Men's Cross Country
at

Franklin Park

New England's

Saturday

Soccer

Holy Cross
Field Hockey

Friday 7:00 pm
Friday 2:00 pm

UNH

Holy Cross
MAIAW

Volleyball
Tuesday 6:00 pm
Saturday 6:00 pm

Congratulations Gridders! A job well done...

Klidars
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Mike Ruth, Steve DeOssie, Dave Pereira, and co. held Doug Strang to a mere
168 yards passing with stunts, strength, and stamina.

Also to Bernadette Diaz, winner of the second seed
in the New England's tennis tournament at Harvard.
The Blue Chips Club of Boston College
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Women Harriers Surprise BU
by Jim Van Anglen

The situation is

two big

wins in a

row.
The subject is the members of the
Boston College women'scross country team.

The future is at least one more big
and a possible trip to the

meet

NCAA's.
Moving one step closer to gaining
this NCAA bid, the Eagle women
harriers garnered the top honors at
the New England Cross Country

Michelle Hallett placed third, Boston College placed first in Saturday's New
England Championships.

BC?s Bruce Lees
by J. Chrisann Taras

There is now an alternative for BC
students who can't register their
hands as legal weapons with the FBI,
or even find a good Bruce Lee film
on television.
The BC Shotokan Karate Club
began its season last Saturday.
Although the team lost 2-1-2, 2-2-1,
2-3, 2-3, it must be noted that this
first match was only a scrimmage
against the combined forces of MIT
and Harvard.
Co-captain Bob Branca recently
predicted karate would enjoy "the
best year since 1980" when the team
won five of seven gold medals, capturing advanced womens' kata, advanced womens' kumite (sparring),
novice womens' kumite, Boston battle (two on two fighting), and advanced mens' kata. They also took
a silver in mens' advanced kumite
and mens' novice kumite.
Branca feels that "there is a good
chance of BC winning the New

England Collegiate Karate Conference] Tournament the weekend of
November 19." Branca hopes the
tournament will

be held at BC in the

Plex.
The club officers are senior president co-captain Kevin Darsney,
senior vice president Branca, and
senior tresurer Howard Chin. Dan
Sheehy, '81, is the club faculty black
belt advisor.

INTRAMURALS
IM TOUCH FOOTBALL
National League

Northern Division
Los Diablos

Spread Eagles
Little Wascals
South America's Team
Comfortably Numb
Bill
Locos

Roncalli Red Men
CLX Nads

5-1-1

5-3
4-2-2

5-3
4-3-1

2-5
2-5
1-6-1
0-6-1

Gamecocks

Rhythm and Blues

Buckwheats
Bohica

Bugs Bunny and Friends

Sports Spotlight
Welchers

8-0
7-0
7-1
7-1
5-1-2
5-4
3-5

country.

This weekend Master Tabata is
having a weekend of special training
at ULowell. Ten to fifteen of the

club's 45 members will be attending.
Darsney describes special training as

"like going through hell and back.
It's 48 hours of intense workouts with
very little sleep."

4-3-2

Fundicks
Memorial Mad Dogs
The Seamen
Men Without Talent

4-5-1

4-4

2-6
2-6
2-7

anyone."
Tim's Team
No Names

Thrust
Untouchables
Budmen
Marauders
Commandos
Wild Cats

8-1-1
8-1-1
8-2

5-3-2
5-4-1
4-5

Central Division
Flat Faces
Fathers Moanin'
Rat Patrol
White Lines

3-7
2-8

Western Division
Men of BC
EMBOS
Beasts
South St. 69'ers
Well-Hung Jury
Murrays

7-1-1
5-5
1-5-2
2-6
2-8
1-10

IM COED SOFTBALL
American League
Beach Bums

jungle
Quad Squad

Beaks
Nads
Somfaw
Unknowns
Kamikazees
New Yorkers
Foul Balls

8-1
8-2
6-2

5-3
6-4
5-4
4-4

4-5
3-7
2-8
1-8

National League
Buddha's Buddies
Unemployed
Jetsons
Flock of Eagles

11-0
7-4

5-7
1-8

Playoff Scores:

American League
Eastern Division

8-1-1
7-4

4-5-1
3-5-2

by

Jim Van Anglen

The Army football team had better hope that the Marines in Lebanon

or Grenada call for help because it
will have an easier time in either of
these places than they will against
Boston College Saturday.
Although BC head coach Jack
Bicknell noted that, "Army at home
can get it up and they proved this
against Rutgers," and is obviously
not taking them lightly, Army is 2-6

on the season and has dropped their
last three games to Notre Dame
Lehigh, and Air Force.
The Cadets have 15 starters, nine

Those valiant enough to attempt

this special torture are facing six to
seven mile runs, sets of 1000knuckle
push-ups, 1000 sit-ups, one hour
front stances, etc.
Advisor Sheehy explains, "The objective of special training is to prove
to yourself that you can do whatever
you set your mind on. Physically, no
one could make it. It's all in the
mind. Added Sheehy, "And that's
what karate is, the disipline of the
body and mind. It gives you a confidence that carries over into your
everyday life. The way of karate is
to avoid confrontation. When you
have a positive mental attitude you
don't have to prove anything to

Southern Division
Conyo's
Swoopers Express

Hallett (seventh-18:01). Small noted

as Hallett's legs tightened. According
to Small, "The course was really
tough. It was really windy."
It was, however, the depth of the
BC squad which proved to be head
coach Jack McDonald's trump card.
As he later indicated, "What won the
meet was the performances of
Virginia Connors [18:38] and Leslie
Wrixon [18:47]."
Small concurred with McDonald,
saying that "our fourth and fifth runners were the real key."
As expected,'BU, who defeated BC
in the Greater Boston's three weeks
ago, proved to be the Eagles' chief
nemesis. The Terriers took the top
three spots and, according to Small,
were the ones upon whom they were

concentrating. McDonald noted after
the meet that, "We needed a great
performance and went out and did

it."
Small feels that the Eagles "certainly have a great shot" at winning
the qualificationmeet for the NCAA
Tournament. She also stated after
Saturday's victory that the team is

"getting psyched-up," and will be
"definitely ready" for this, the most
important meet of their season.
According to Small, although the
Ivy League teams were not in
Worcester, BU is once again the
leading candidate to dash the Eagle
women's hope for an NCAA berth.
She cited thefact that "We've changed our training this year, because
we've been gearing up for this meet.
McDonald added that there will.be
50 teams competing for a lone spot,
and BC will, consequently, have to
come up with another outstanding
performance. He also raised one
other important note. A five point
margin in such a large meet "is very
small."

BC-Army: Mismatched Warriors

Sensai Tabata is the club's master.
Master Tabata is founder and chief
instructor of the North American
Karate Federation. In 1969, he
founded the NECKC which includes
Tufts, ULowell, Harvard, MIT,
UMass, Graham Jr. College, Lesley
College, Dartmouth, Emerson College, and BC. Master Tabata is the
youngest 6th degree black belt in the

Marvin & the Swagglers

Central Division

Meet held in Worchester,
Massachussettes, Saturday. BC
scored 57 points and was followed
closely by Boston University (63
points). The Universily of New
Hampshire placed a distant third
with 101 points.
More than 250 runners from 30
schools participated. The Eagles were
paced by the stellar performances of
junior Sharen Willis (fourth-17:57),
senior captain Nancy Small
(tifth-18:00) and sophomore Michelle

that, because all three of BC's top
finishers came across at the same
time, "It was really close at the end.
We all flew in together."
Willis and Small were actually
behind Hallett, who was in second
place until the last half mile, and
caught her with only a few yards left,

Softball
Buddha's Buddies 8, Nads 4
Jungle forfeit over Unemployed
Marvin & the Swagglers 4. Quad^Squad
2

Beach Bums 6, Beaks 2
Football:
Marauders 13, Sports Spotlight 12
Budmen 3, Men of BC 0
Thrust 26, Fathers Moanm' 0
Spread Eagles, 15 Commandos 0
Conyas 20, Little Wascals 14
Flatfaces 6, Bugs Bunny and Friends 0
Untouchables 7, Los Diablos 0
South Americas learn S, Comfortably
Numb 0

Defensive end Larry Carroll

on offense and six on defense, returning form last year's 4-7 team and are
set as far as the starting lineup goes.
Leading the defense for Army will
senior inside linebacker Jim Mitroka,
who registered 15 tackles against the
Eagles in last year's 32-17 loss. Joining Mitroka will be three year letterman Larry Carroll at end. A preseason all-American candidate, Carroll had a season high 13 tackles

against BC.
hi the Army defensive back field,
Doug Flutie will have to contend with
senior free safety Gary Bastin, who
despite missing three starts, has made
25 stops. Also looking to pick off
Flutie spirals will be two year letterman Herb Aten at strong satety and
junior cornerback Dee Bryant.
Although experienced, this trio
grabbed a mere four interceptions

this season.
On offense, the Cadets are just as
shaky. They have been ineffective
and unable to move the ball down
field. The one lone savior of this
year's offensive eleven, quarterback
Rob Healy, plagued by shoulder problems, will not be available for Saturday's game, thereby drastically
reducing any chance Army has for an
upset. Replacing Healy and his 56%
pass completion rate will either be
sophomore Bill Turner and senior
Rich Laughlin.
Also setting up in the backfield will
be tailback Elton Atkins, who has
rushed for 448 yards on 105 attempts
so far. But besides Atkins, the Cadets

Soccer Splits...Again
by Mark Sullivan

Boston College rebounded from an
earlier setback last week to defeat
UMass Saturday afternoon. The
Eagles had been groundedby Rhode
Island last Tuesday.
Roberto Guidi drew first blood for
BC Saturday, taking a feed from
Todd Toensing to put BC on the
scoreboard at the sixteen minute
mark.
UMass tied the score thirty minutes
into the second period when Simon
Ostrov slipped past the Eagle defense
and booted an unassisted goal past
BC goalie Mike Wood. From that
point on, neither team could muster
a substantial offensive attack and
regulation ended in a deadlock.
The overtime set the stage for the
emergence of an unexpected hero.
Freshman Erik Brown filled that bill
when he took a Tony Gomes cross
and headed it into the UMass net,
shortly after the commencement of
the first of two ten-minute overtimes.
It was not only the seldom-used
Brown's first goal, but also proved
to be the game-winner as the Eagles

held on to net their third OT victory
of the season.overtime period.
As evidenced by Tuesday's 4-0 outcome, Rhode Island was a better
team. Coach Ben Brewster was
understandably displeased with his
team's performance, implying that
URl's determination exceeded BC's.
That may or may not have had
anything to do with the fact that the
Eagles could not penetrate the Ram

defense, but their inefficient passing
did. Rather than relying upon their
proven passing attack, they held the
ball too often or dribbled excessively. The inability to spot the open man
hindered BC throughout.
Wood attempted to stem the tide
of Rhode Island's offensive
onslaught with several spectacular
saves, but eventually succumbed to
the waves of forwards that engulfed
BC's defense.
Gil Monteiro scored the only goal
Rhode Island would need, parlaying
a Yin McGrudden delivery into a 1-0
URI lead at the sixteen minute point
of the first period.
Fifteen minutes into the second
half, Monteiro again took part in the
demise of the Eagles, setting up Lynn
Fontes with an insurance goal. URI
added two more but the game was
decided in the first half.
BC managed only four shots on
net as opposed to URl's nine, and the
Rams obviously made a good percentage of those nine count. That is not
an indication of Wood's performance; he had no chance on at least
three of the four goals. What it does
show how fully the Eagles were
dominated in every facet of the game.
Tuesday's anemic attack did not
reflect BC's offensive potential, nor
did their porous defense reflect the
effort that has gone into rebuilding
the backline. In short, the Eagles just
did not play as well as they could
have or should have.
But then again, that has been a
problem all season.

are very weak. Fullbacks Art Zarone,
Dave Pratt, and Cleveland Bazemore
have combined for less than 200
yards. The running back corps have
a lowly 2.8 average yardage per carry
and 119 yards per game.
Army's special teams are average
but not spectacular. Punter Joe Sartiano has a 43.2 average, his longest
being 58 yards. Punt returners Nate
Sassaman and Jarvis Hollingsworth,
although having a low return
average, are consistent. Kickoff
return duties are shared by Atkins,
Kevin McKelvy, and Travis Jackson
and, although they have not had
many opportunities, their averages of

Linebacker Jim Mitroka

23.7, 18.6, and 21.5 respectively, are
impressive.
Bicknell is still worried about the
Cadets. BC had to come back from
a 14-12 deficit last year with a strong
second half effort. He emphasized
that, although he has not had the opportunity to look at Army that closely, "They have a lot of ability. I used to enjoy going up there, but now
it's harder for us to win up there."
Bicknell also pointed that Army
"will be up for us. 1 don't know
where they are at that much about
them right now, so I don't know
what to expect from them."
No matter how cautious Bicknell
is, BC has to be a heavy favorite in
this confrontation. The Cadets are
overmatched and don't look for a
close game this time around.

Prediction: BC 42 Army 7

JoinHeightsSportsDo
DipPlaysoftballMock
BeakspeakYou'reawful
WearhightopsPull
allnightersLearnthe
staff songTrespass
CrashinclassEatforfree
BumJohnoutPlaywith

computersGoofonßyan
Makefurcoatallusions
TalktoMarilouDress
downPopupCondemn
dogmeatDoyourtime

asacubbie.
MeetingsMondayat4:3o
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Police Blotter Police Blotter Police Blotter Police Blotter
by Kenny J. Pentrex

Wednesday, October 19, at 7:57
am a garbage truck backed into two
cars by St. Ignatius. Some property
damage resulted.
At 9:22 am, a car parked in the
parking garage was vandalized.
At 11:48, Campus Police helped
the Fire Department respond to a fire

alarm at Edmonds. The cause of the
incident was a faulty fire detector.
At 5:33 pm, a car on the first floor
of the parking garage was broken into and a tape deck was stolen.
At 11:25 pm, a student in Walsh
Hall had injured her toe. She was
treated and taken to the infirmary.
Thursday, October 20, at 12:19 am

Saturday, October 22, at 12:17 am,
larceny of camera equipment was
reported at Walsh Hall. Again, there
were no signs of forced entry.
At 1:20 am, three non-BC students
were reported vandalizing Walsh
Hall. They were identified, given
trespass warnings and escorted off
campus.
At 2:13 am, a fight broke out at
Walsh Hall. Two white males,
Joseph Lijoi and Lawrence Walston,
were arrested for assault and battery,

transported

to St. Elizabeth's for
and then brought to
Boston District Delta pending bail.
Several others, also non-BC students,
were taken to St. Elizabeth's and then
released.
At 2:45, two suspicious persons
a student sprained her ankle. She was
treated and taken to the infirmary. were reported on middle campus. On
At 5:30 am, the outside lights at the arrival of the BC Police, the two
Hillsides were reported out. A work dropped the boxes they were carrycrew was called and the lights were ing and fled. Further investigation
treatment

repaired.
At 11:55 pm, a license plate was
reported stolen from a car in the St.
Ignatius parking lot.
Friday, October 21, at 12:07 am a
student at Lyons fell and sprained her
ankle. She was taken to the infirmary

revealed that they had stolen some
food from Lyons.
At 12:53 pm, a student in Walsh
reported a TV stolen. There were no
signs of forced entry.
At 4:55 pm, a female student complained of someone indecently exposed near Monadnock Road. BC Police
are still investigating with the Newton
Police.
At 10:01, an RA at Keyes complained of two non-BC students causing problems. A substantial amount
of alcohol was confiscated and the
two were escorted off campus. Further investigation revealed that they
had done some vandalism to the Law

Library.
At 11:06, a white male, Steve
Berry, was arrested for criminal
trespassing at the rear of Edmonds.
He had been given a trespassing warning and escorted off campus earlier
that evening. He was armed with a

large hunting knife.
At 11:10, a guest injured her knee

accident.
At 1:08 pm, smoke from a burning toaster set off a fire alarm on Edmonds seventh floor.
Monday, October 24, at 3:13 am
an unlocked ten speed bike was
reported stolen from Cushing Hall at
Newton.
At 11:53, two suspicious persons
were reported near St. Mary's. Their
IDs' were checked and they were proven to be legitimate BC students.
At 12:30 pm, a motor vehicle accident was reported at Newton in the
back of Stuart. No personal injury

O'Connell House. She was
ambulance to St.
Elizabeth's.
Sunday, October 23, at 1:24 am
four white non-BC males were
reported harassing an RA at Fenwick. The four were given trespass
warnings and escorted off campus.
At 2:16, a girl sprained her ankle
on the road by Higgins bus stop. She
was taken to her room after refusing
to be taken to the infirmary.
At 4:13, a car was vandalized at
Newton near Keyes. The suspect was
identified and will make restitution.
At 8:03, six suspicious non-BC
students were reported in Walsh.
at

brought by

resulted.
At 5:20, a pocketbook was

reported missing at More Hall.
Tuesday, October 25, at 3:06 pm
the Campus Police brought a student
to Newton-Wellseley Hospital.
At 11:20 pm, a student injured
herself and fainted. She was then
brought to Newton Infirmary.

They were given trespass warnings
and escorted off campus.
At 10:57, a motor vehicle was
damaged near St. Ignatius parking
lot. No injuries occurred in the

The art final was a 6-foot painting.
Your friends helped
you pass with flying colors.

and then to St. Elizabeth's.
At 4:09 pm, an officer injured
himself while working at the office.
He was taken to St. Elizabeth's and
released after a few days.
At 6:54, BC Police responded to
a call that beds and furniture were being thrown out the window at Roncalli.
At 7:06, BC Police confiscated
alcohol from an underage student at

Roncalli.
At 8:15, Campus Police responded to a report that students were
threatening an RA at Keyes. The
students were identified and reported
to the Dean.
At 8:20, there was a report of
stolen cash at Walsh. There were no
signs of forced entry.
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"The City," a coupon book valued
which sells for $5, is being
distributed by Youth Resources of
Massachusetts, Inc. The majority of
the book contains free meals to area
restaurants and its goal is to train
young adults in the business field.
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According to the organization's

Director of DevelopmentandSpecial
Projects Paul Shields, Youth
Resources was founded in 1982 by
Shields for the purpose of giving
direct experience in the operation of
business enterprises to young people
between the ages of 14 and 21.
Local businesses serve as sponsors
of the organization while the
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organization itself provides support
in the areas of program development,
fundraising, and program management. It is a nonprofit corporation
headed by a volunteer board of

directors.
The coupon book is a part of the
Youth Incentive Business Program's

(YIBP) new project. The YIBP
allows young people to operate their

own business on a part-time basis.
The young people sell their product
to maintain the operation of the
business and to earn almost double
the minimum wage.
According to Shields, citizen and
business involvement is the most important contribution needed to make
Youth Resources a reality. Therefore,
Shields is seeking help from BC
students to act as individual representatives and crew managers for the
Youth Incentive Business Program's
new coupon book. If students are
unable to support the program by
direct involvement then perhaps they
can purchase a coupon book and still
help the Massachusetts youth, said
Shields.

If you can't read
between the lines-

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

Join The Heights
'? 1983 Beer Brewed in USA by Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wl
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Lebanon Bombings Investigated
aacontinued from page 2
perpetratorsof this latest atrocity to
others that have occurred against us
in the recent past, including the bombing of our embassy in Beirut last
April." The group that claimed
responsibility for the embassy bom-

Phot

Globe

A US Marine sits amidst the debris of Beirut.

I

Semester at Sea
THE
WORLD

bing called itself the Islamic Jihad
Organization, which the New York
77mesdescribed as a secretive proIranian Moslem Shiite group supporting the Ayatollah.
Western intelligenceofficials have
tentatively suggested that a militant
pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem group

in color, with scenes never before seen in theatres
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Departs In January from Ft. Lauderdale.
Florida, with atop* in South America,
Africa. South Asia and the Orient. Departs
Seattle In September with atopa In the
Orient, the Middle East and the Mediterranean.

controlled part of eastern Lebanon,
where it operates under the protection of the Syrian Army and approximately 300 Iranian Revolutionary
Guards. However the group's leader,
Hussein Mousavi, has denied responsibility for the attacks but stated that
he supported them. Mousavi saluted
what he called this good deed stating,
"I bow before the souls of the martyrs who carried out this operation."

DAWN OF THE DEAD
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New York Times.
The group is based in a Syrian-

The Gold Key Society's fixation with blood has provoked them to sponsor a special screening of the
cult classic:
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is your

known both as Islamic Amal and the
Party of God was involved in the
bombing attacks according to the
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Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers
students an academic program of the highest standards with related inport experiences. This full semester is available to qualified students
from all accredited colleges and universities.
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other
leading universities and augmented by guest experts, more than 60
university courses are offered.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of
China, are available.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned, 18,000 ton ship,
registered in Liberia and built in America. Semester at Sea admits
students without regard to color, race or creed.
For complete details in a color brochure, write Semester
at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or
(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.
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AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED
STUDENTS
CAMBRIDGE OFFICE 574-4121
AID IS

WHEN: Sat. Nov. 5 at midnight (of course)
and Sun. Nov. 6 at 8:00 p.m.
WHERE: Cushing 001
ADMISSION: $2.00
Definitely a movie everybody should go
kicking and screaming all the
to see

,
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way."
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The motive for the bombings was
clearer than the identity of the suicide
terrorists. Last week some Lebanese
officials stated that the terrorist bombings were aimed at forcing the
withdrawal of the multinational force
and disrupting the upcoming
Lebanese national reconciliation conference, scheduled for today in
Geneva, according to the New York
Times. A succesful conference could
result in more stability an a reduction
of Syrian influence in Lebanon.
Possible retaliatory measures were
being considered by the Reagan Administration. Secretary of State
George Schultz asserted that the US
had options and "will exercise at least
one of them" although he did not
specify whether it would be
diplomatic, economic or military.
Possible responses to the bombings
were also discussed by the four Allied
participants in the multinational
force (France, Britain, Italy and the
US) at a meeting last week in Beirut.
They agreed to try to pressure

Lebanon's factions to achieve a rapid
agreement at the forthcoming national reconciliation conference but
Britain, France, and Italy were concerned by Schulz's statement about
his implied threat of retaliatory action, according to the New York
Times.
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Our Bottom Line isTop Shelf
Can you envision one eye-care store that really cares?
At General Optical you can browse and try on. fine quality eyeglass
frames, tastefully selected, with an eye for style and durability.
Talk with friendly professionals about your needs
From examinations to contact lenses to protective sports eyewear
At General Optical you'll see the difference.
Two convenient locations with free parking.

General QP Optical,
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IS ANNOUNCING AN EXTRA DAY TO HAVE CLUB PICTURES
TAKEN. A PHOTOGRAPHER WILL BE AT BOSTON COLLEGE ON
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3 FROM SPM UNTIL 11PM.
THE PICTURES WILL BE TAKEN IN THE MURRAY CONFERENCE
ROOM.
PLEASE CALL 552-3492 FOR MORE INFORMATION. NO APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE AFTER OCTOBER 31!
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New BU Bookstore Hosts Grand Opening
by

Patricia Horn

"The book in America," said
President of the Book of the Month
Club Al Silverman, "has endured,
though never flourished or prevailed." This statement accepted, the

newly opened Boston University
Bookstore bodes to achieve a more
promising history than the books on
its solid oak shelves.
This seven story building is the

largest bookstore in New England bookstore. Greek and Roman coland has 400,000 volumes on four umns, Italian ashlar marble, solid
floors. The magazine and newspaper oak shelves, brass railing and parasection contains 650 titles including quet designs are just a few of the
125 scholarly, literary and art jourmany specialized features surrounnals. The rest of the floor space holds ding the books and cash registers.
18 specialty boutiques?sportswear,
At the galapublic opening last Frioffice and art supplies, personal day night, each floor had its own
computers?and a Viennese cafe.
entertainment: harpist, brass quintet,
The bookstore was modeled after woodwind quintet, or string quartet
Japan's vertical book malls; the inand a variety of hors d'oevres and
terior is more a museum than a champagne.

However, the most impressive
display
people
was
the
present?2,soo writers, publishers
and public persona were invited. The
more well known literary figures to

rub shoulders with were Robert Perm
Warren, John Kenneth Galbraith,
James Carrol, Betty Friedan, and
Peter Dc Vries. Boston's Mayor
Kevin White, Boston University
President John R. Silber and David
Susskind also attended.
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An educational tour of Ireland,
with a literary focus, is the highlight
of the course Irish Literature in
Ireland offered by the English
Department in correlation with the
Irish Studies Program.

In preparation for the tour
students will study the writings of
James Joyce, Yeats, and Synge. According to English professor Adele
Dalsimer students will participate in
by
a weekly two hour seminar studying
Yeats and Synge. Students also will
be required to take the course James

Pet r

Irish Studies Prof. Adele Dalsimer

C. Davitt

Phot

Mike Pullano

Joyce (EN 510). Joyce's major works
considered will include Dubliner,
Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man, and Ulysses. The courses will
culminate in a two and a half weeks
literary field study in Ireland.
The tour will take students to the
urban and rural sites in Ireland. It
will visit Joyce's Dublin, explore the
Aran Islands, see important Yeats
landmarks in Sligo and Galway, and
spend time in Connemara. Exploring
the homelands of Joyce, Yeats and
Synge adds signficance and
understanding to their literature,
noted Dalsimer. "These three particular Irish writers are so firmly

Career Counseling
Career Testing
Reentering Job Market
Personal Counseling
Coping with Illness
Managing Stress
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Relationship Counseling
Pre-Marriage Counseling
Parenting Skills
College Planning
Educational Testing
Psychological Testing

CROSSROADS GUIDANCE

738 " 6023

DISCOUNTS ON KEGS
COLD PLATES (NO DEPOSIT)
964-7927
TAPS
CUPS
FREE NOVELTY ITEMS
NEXT TIME ITS PARTY TIME, MAKE IT MILLER TIME!

Square.
The bookstore, noted Silber, will
be an extension of the BU library, but
will allow the importance of
"establishingownership" of a book.
"The bookstore will be a symbol
to everyone in Boston and perhaps all

mented the 'Father of Public Relations Edward Bernays, "and symbols
are a step to havingunderstanding."
rooted in a sense of place, their If people, he said, are favorably afliterature comes alive in a compeling fected by books, then Americans will
way," she said. "Seeing Ireland become a more enlightened people.
For all literary humans the
through the eyes of these writer,
makes it so exciting."
bookstore is located at 660 Beacon
The cost of the trip is $ 1095 which Street and should be visited simply
includes air fare, room, board, for its showcase of architecture, as
tickets to the Abbey Theatre and well as books.
museum fees. Tentative departure is
May 21, the day after commenceAll Heights Staff:
ment. This Irish Studies course and
yearbook photo in Heights
tour is open to all students. Interested
students should contact Professor
Office this Thursday
Dalsimer. James Joyce is a three
at 6:00 pm. Come
credit course. Three additional credits
and
be remembered
are givenfor the weekly seminars and
the field study in Ireland.

WELCOME TO MILLER TIME
LET MILLER HIGH LIFE PLAN YOUR NEXT PARTY!
CAMPUS REPS:

elegant" and that one of the services
of this multi-versatile bookstore will
be to bring qualify back to Kenmore

over America for books," com-

Irish Studies Program Plans Trip Abroad
by Mary

White reminisced of Kenmore

Square that "she was once very

SERVICES
...Services are provided at reasonable fees by
licensed and certified professionals.
...Many services are covered by private insurance.
NO COST for intial consultation.
To schedule an appointment or for more information
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Commuter Committee

Presents

SIXTIES NIGHT
featuring: PARALLAX
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and more

Saturday, Nov. 5 from 9:00-12:30 pm
in the Rat
Positive B. C. I. D.
$2.00 admission
required
"Refreshments" and Dancing
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Corporate Speakers

Corporations to
by Mary C. Davitt

Offer Sales Career Seminar
Faculty advisor Cindy Frey from
the marketing department said, "The
best way to learn about a sales career
is to ask someone who is a professional." She continued, "Rather than
be afraid to take a sales opportunity
because you do not think you will like
it, this seminar can show you the
nature of the job and how it differs
across companies and marketing

Afraid to venture into a sales
career? The seminar Career in Professional Sales is an opportunity to
learn more about the sales field.
Speakers from six major American
and international corporations will
address certain issues concerning
careers in sales Thursday, November
4, in Fulton room 412, from environments."
4:00-6:00 pm.
Various industries will be
According to seminar coordinator represented at the seminar including:
Beth Campbell the speakers will high tech, consumer goods, and
discuss the realistic possibities of a entertainment. "Understanding the
sales career, the pressures and their differences in industries better
satisfactions, discouragements, and aquaints oneself in the various sales
opportunities," said Campbell.
by accomplishments. Campbell emphasized, "This is not a recruiting Representatives from Xerox, Digital
meeting, but an informational Equipment, Home Box Office
seminar."
(HBO), Procter and Gramble,

Davit

Mary

Seminar CoordinatorBeth Campbell

Phot

Ralston Purina, and the National

Association of Professional
Saleswomen will talk about their particular jobs in their industry.
Campbell views the seminar as a
means of informing students of the
tremendous opportunities in sales
and correcting misconceptionships.
"When you envision sales people, too
often the sterotype of a door-to-door
sales person or a retail sales person
is thought of," she said. "This
seminar is to let people be aware of
more careers in the field than
realized."
A career in sales in not limited to
a particular major. Campbell noted,
"Personality, motivation, and performance determines success in the

field."
Publicity director Joan Cumming

NURSING. HEALTH STUDENTS]
Visit us for: Nursemate Duty Shoes
-Labcoats, uniforms, pantyhose,
pants, skirts, jumpers, culottes
-Enamel or engraved namepins
Wa,k

described another positive aspect of
the seminar. "Because this is an informative and not a recruiting session, students will not feel under
pressure meeting with these representatives," she said. "Representatives
that are not here to recruit will be
more open about their companies,
describing their weaknesses and
strengths."
The idea for the seminar was put
together by Campbell and Frey last
Spring. "As a student interested in
the sales field, I was unsure what I
was getting myself into," reflected
Campbell. "In classes and through
the Career Center we are getting a
strong push to future plans, but rarely are we exposed to the real truths
of the jobs, this is a good opportunity
for just that."

277-2221

The Pen is mightier
than the Sword,
So sharpen it at
The Heights

Highlands MBTA
965-2334
Mates
$3 off uniform or shoes with this ad

Nur§CV

from

McElroy 113

1940 Beacon Street
Cleveland Circle
Students CAN make a difference!
Foreign Medical School Symposium
- MASSPIRG?total info, on mcd schools in the Philippines,

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group

Mexico, Dominican Republic, Europe,
Caribbean
?Sat. Nov. 26th 9 am-noon in NYC
For information call:
CI Institute, Inc.
139 85th Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11209
212-238-0492

MASSPIRG successfully worked to pass the Bottle BUI, the Lemon
Last
Law, and the Superfund law.
\u2605 This year students are combatting ACID RAIN, Hazardous Waste, and Consumer
RIPOFF
year

\u2605

MASSPIRG, a student run public interest group on the B.C. campus, has organized these campaigns

in addition to providing recycling on campus, small claims/tenants rights advisory services, internship opportunities, and much, much more!
MASSPIRG'S funds are collected through the Undergraduate Government of Boston College, and
your $4.00 contribution makes these social change efforts possible.
HOWEVER, STUDENTS WHO DO NOT WISH TO SUPPORT THE EFFORTS OF MASSPIRG
MAY
OBTAIN A REFUND.
First, stop by McElroy 118 and see what we are all about.
Refunds: Monday through Friday 10am - 4pm
October 31 through November 11
in McElroy 114 (UGBC Book Coop)

WHILE PREPARING FOR YOUR
FUTURE, WHY NOT GET YOUR
SMILE TOGETHER?

UGBC Senior Week Committee Presents

GARY S. LINDNER, DMD, DMSc.

Senior Week Kickoff
at the
Parker House

Orthodontics-Adults & Children
and

Pediatric Dentistry

CHESTNUT HILL
MEDICAL CENTER
25* Boylston Street
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
02167

Thursday, Nov. 17
9pm-lam
Tickets available at the McElroy ticketbooth Nov. 7
$7.00 per person
Bus tickets available
$2.00 per person
108
Hors
from
KISS
cToeuvres.DJ
Semi-formal attire

NEXT TO CHESTNUT HILL THEATRE
-CALL-734-4500
For a Confidential Consultation
Evening and Saturday Appointments

(
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NOW AVAILABLE

VISA® and MasterCard® Credit Cards Now Available
to Students through TIfTIESfIVER-"s BankAction Programl

.

No Minimum Income of Job Requirements.
Savings account and fees required. Mail this coupon for complete

GASSON 108

information.
Send to : Timesaver HeadquartersBuilding /
Student Dept / 12276 Wilkins Avenue / Rockville
Name

open 3pm-spm

-^

MD 20852

Address

City

Phone (

ALL CLASSES welcome ALL MAJORS
I

twmatu

STUDENTS

DISCOUNT-BROKER
?
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CREDIT FOR
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New Dining Room
Free Movies and Popcorn
Call Dave for times
Reservations Accepted

783-5800
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There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA®
MasterCard® Credit Cards! Apply Todayl
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THE B.C. CHORALE PRESENTS:

The

Magnificat
AND OTHER WORKS BY J.S. Bach in commemoration of Martin Luther's 500th

anniversary.
November 5, 1983 at 8:00 p.m.

Newton Chapel

Tickets: Adults $5.00 Students $3.50
Tickets available at McElroy Ticket Booth
or Chorale Office Lyons 427
552-4248
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UGBC Lobbies to Halt Drinking Age Bill
Mcontinuedfrom page 1

Rise in The Drinking Age" among
the members of the Senate. In the
document, which contained_a comprehensive statistical study showing
that alcohol-related driving deaths
would not be substantiallyreduced if
the age was raised, UGBC asserted
that on the college level the raising
of the legal drinking age would
obligateuniversity officials to restrict
or ban on-campus drinking, thereby
forcing those who wish to drink into

UGBC President Art Laske

society at large. "The proposed law

"j

BIG BIRD

I

would create a two-fold problem. It
would increase the number of
students drinking illegally and thus
unsocially and dangerously. Secondly, it would move many parties off
campus and out of any control that
the unversity has," concluded the

document.
While some YARD members were
in the Senate Chamber, presenting
their points to the members of the

Legislature, others were outside on
the steps of the State House, conducting a rally. YARD efforts recieved
media coverage from both major

The Hammond Lounge
714 Washington Street

AH white meat breast of turkey on
pumpernickle with mayonaise, lettuce,

Brookline

ajid_baconjuices.
$1.00 OFF

tomato

I

j

566-9071

j

IF YOU ENJOY A FRIENDLY DRINK
WITH FRIENDLY PEOPLE
THIS IS THE PLACE TO BE!

with this coupon

j

i

DELI
expires

/

Weekly specials:
Monday & Tuesday-domestic beer only
85Vbottle 9-11pm
Wednesday & Thursday-pitchers of beer
$2.50/pitcher 9-11pm
Good luck to the BC football team !

11/14/83 I

a new store on Newbury Street
where you can save on traditional
clothing faster than you can say

"Lake Chagogagogmanchogagogchubonagungamog."

service and substantial savings
in season.

Translation: "You fish on your
side, we'll fish on our side, and
nobody will fish in the middle!'
It also translates into a perfect
example of how Jos. A Bank

. are odious.
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J°S.A.BanM Clothiers
Manufacturers and Merchants of Fine Traditional Clothing

122 Newbury Street

©

Boston dailies, as well the three local
news stations. Tuesday night, Laske
appeared on both the 6 pm and 11
pm editions of those three channels'
news as a spokesman for YARD.
The next day, in a 27-7 roll call
vote, the Senate overwhelmingly
defeated the passage of the bill.
While UGBC cannot take full
credit for this development, it is evident that its efforts in conjunction
with other schools, were major factors in the defeat of the bill in the
Senate. There can be little doubt that
the swift response and effective

Mon., Tues., 9 to 6 ? Wed., Thurs., Fri., 9 to 8:30 ? Sat., 9 to 5:30
We Honor VISA, American Express, and MasterCard
Copyright 1983 Jos. A. Bank Clothiers

methods employedby UGBC, both
alone and as part of YARD,
specifically the statistical study and
the isolation of potentialsenate votes,
contributed significantly to its
success.
Also important to consider in
regard to a comparison between
UGBC's success in dealing with this
issue and its failures in dealing with
others in the past, is the ramifications
it contained for the students at BC.
While the implementation of a tuition
hike and the subtraction of one study
day presented adverse circumstances
for the majority of the student body,
they did not signal a major change
in individual or campus social patterns. As the UGBC study noted, the
raising of the drinking age would
have meant the closing of the Rat,
and a total revision of dorm alcohol
policy, and more far-reaching, a total
shift of social emphasis off the
campus.
Thus, while the immediate importance of what Laske called "successful student action" is manifest,
what is more important in the long
run, is the possibility that this action
may be an indication that UGBC has
finally learned from past failures and
now realizes what resources to tap
and what channels to go through in
order to produce positive results.
And with the tuition issue, among
others, due to resurface in the near
future, the lesson learned should be
reapplied.

FREE DELIVERY
232-3733
566-8096
-KEGSbud $32.95
BUSCH $28.95
TUBORG $25.95
MILLER $32.95
STROH $32.95
PABST $27.95
Free 5 lb. bag of ice when you pick up kegs
?

CASE SPECIALS?

LABATTS
$11.99

STROH
$9.99

BECKS
$13.99

?LIQUORRUM

VODKA

GIN

50oz.

50oz.

50oz.

$7.99

$7.99

$7.99

PINO'S
PIZZA

A NAME YOU CAN TRUST
A LONG STANDING
TRADITION IN THE B.C.
AREA FOR GREAT PIZZA
AND OTHER ITALIAN DINNERS
1920 BEACON ST.
CLEVELAND CIRCLE

566-6468
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I was in a dimly lit room, seated at my familiar desk. Behind me the recognizable sounds of humming computers and rattling typesetter
seemed oddly distorted. I looked up from my desk to see a gathering about me of all the ghosts of past features editors. I recognized the
first two, my own previous mentors. Behind them the other thousand faces stretched out to fill the room. Once questioned they answered
by reminding my that Monday was Halloween, and of my obligation as a features person to that feast. My course was clear, and the next
day the dedicated staff was instructed to seek out, revel in, and expose all that is weird for the Monday publication.
But poltergeists and ghosts in the machines would have it otherwise. Tirelessly, but vainly, did we try to exorcise the evil spirits from
our revered equipment. Continually we beseeched help from the ghosts of all past editors of every section. Even they, we assume, were
unable to appease the sprites.
It is thus with a cultured chagrin that we at features present the very first preview of Halloween 1984. If current trends continue we
trust that that feast will prove to be even more eventful than the one just past. Above all we hope to satisfy those past features editors
who will continue, we hope, to haunt and inspire.

REVIHORROREW

Kafka?s 100 Year-Old Cockroach Crawls Out Again
by Jane Ratto

Kafka's 'Metamorphosis' and Other
Works. Performed by the Odyssey Mime
Theater at the Dinosaur Space, 10 West St.,
Boston. November 3-5 and 10-12 at 8 pm.
For information and reservations call
492-1724.
Imagine yourself in a huge black room
with aluminum bleachers (the kind you used
to sit on while watching your brother's Little League games) watching a man being
transformed into a cockroach before your
eyes. If it sounds like a meeting of some
strange modern-day cult of devil worshippers, don'-t be scared off. Appropiately

-

enough, on the eve of Halloween weekend
when bizarre things are expected to happen,
the Odyssey Mime Theater opened its production of Kafka's Metamorphosis and
some other mime skits.
The Odyssey Mime Theater company is
made up of four highly talented individuals:
Ava Altman, Joanne Bertelson, Christopher
Payton, and Sheppard Barnett. The four
mimes created their interpretation of
Metamorphosis in celebration of the hundredth anniversary of Kafka's birth.
Although there were some limitations on

Future Sight
by Betsy

the production, the overall performance was
innovative and intelligent.
The performance of the story was a combination of mime, narrative, anddramatic
dialogue between the characters. This mix
of theatrical mediums was captivating. The
moods ranged from mimed wide-eyed terror
on discovering the cockroach (heightened by
dramatic flashing lights) to tender words of
consolation between the parents and sister
of the monstrous creature.
The transformation of man to cockroach
was accomplished by incorporating the use
of mime and contortionist body shapes.
Two actors would wrap around each other,
one upside-down and one right-side up, in a
pretzel-like configuration to form one
creature with six legs. This convention was
striking.
The story of the metamorphosis of
Gregor Samsa reflected Kafka's views on
his society in which bureaucracy
dehumanized the individual. Gregor spent
most of his time working to support his
broken father, his frail mother, and his innocuous young sister who dreams of being
a concert violinist. The fact he worshipped
a picture of a girl cut out of a magazine
represents how out of touch he is was with
real-life relationships. His existence is thus

Croke

Ms. Pia Bortolotto of Regina Russells'
Tea Room and Fortune Telling in Quincy,
when asked what she considered her profession to be, stated simply "that of a Fortune
Teller,". Besides reading fortunes at Regina
Russells' Ms. Bortolotto also instructs ESP
and Tarot reading classes.
Bortolotto was brought up in an Italian
family as a Catholic. She later chose to
concentrate on Eastern philosophies and
religions. Bortolotto said that she always
saw herself as being " different" but never
anticipated fortune telling as her occupation
in life. Because of her great interests in the
occult and other derivatives from it, Bor-

tolotto sometimes considers herself a witch.
Bortolotto clearly loves her work. She
believes in taking a positive perspective
when reading someone's fortune. By doing
this she believes it gives a person a positive
outlook about themselves and may even,
unconsciously perhaps, give them incentive
to strive for the positive aspects she points
out.

"You create your own reality, nothing is
absolute." This statement by Bortolotto
reflects her view that although there are
forces in nature that tend to give a persons'
life a predetermined destination, an in
dividual has control over them. Her motto
falls in with Daryl Martini's well known
sign off, "It is a wise man who rules the
stars and a fool who is ruled by them ."
Bortolotto sees her profession as an art
form and in a sense a form of entertainment. Like any artist Bortolotto sees herself
able to obtain a skill or gift. This skill is
essentially the ability to look into someone's future and guess, with, what she
estimates to be eighty-five percent accuracy,
some events that are most likely to occur.
She also believes that besides an innate
talent a person must obtain a vivid imagination and high concentration level.
"Mind over Matter" is a certainty. This
according to Bortolotto is the key to making anything, within reason, possible. By

as meaningless as that of an insect.
The Odyssey's portrayal of the cockroach
is particularly effective at a climactic point
when the cockroach is struck in the back
with an apple hurled at it by Gregor's
father. Christopher Payton must drag Ava
Altman, whose legs are wrapped about his
waist, behind him because he can no longer
use his hind legs. The dragging body
heightened the feeling of Gregor's
mechanical dragging through the deadweight of his daily existence.
The all black walls and floors of the
theater were a dramatic and effective
backdrop for the simple and stripped-down
drama. The only set pieces were black
boxes of various sizes that served as chairs,
a bed, and a table. The artistic unity was
completed by the use of basic symbolic
costumes such as a frilly apron for the
maid, a
for the mother, and a hat
for the traveling lodger, worn over the
black leotards and pants of the players.
That there are only four players in this
drama did put restrictions upon the performance. The players each had several roles
to play which sometimes lent to a rushing
of lines and scenes as actors switched from
character and position. Much of the
dialogue had to be cut or changed because
the mother, father, and daughter could not
be on stage at the same time because two
actors had to be the cockroach. One person
in the audience remarked after the performance that it was a sort of Reader's Digest
Condensed Version of Kafka's story.
However, despite the sometimes heavyhanded editing and too-quick delivery of

I am a tortured artiste! I am a tortured artiste!

certain lines that did detract from the show,
the production was well-thought out and
worth seeing.
The company also performed a number
of original skits, some of them funny and
others serious. These were mixed together
so that none of the themes became
tiresome. Particularly notable were 'The
Bureaucrats' which humorously pokes fun
at the impotent paper-pusher,'Able' which
portrays society's blindness to the needs of
the handicapped, and 'Stop! Thief!', a
hilarious chase reminiscent of the Keystone
Cops and choreographed with precision to
roaring twenties music.
The Dinosaur Space, the theater in which
it was performed, is anything but a traditional theater. The theater is in a huge
black room. Towards the back there are
rows of aluminum bleachers for the audience to sit on, so dress accordingly.

Back to the $6000 Egg
by Mary

meditating she believes that what a person
reasonably hopes for in life can be granted.
Bortolotto practices Yoga and claims that
meditation has played a major role in her

life.

I asked Bortolotto a question that always
arose in my mind, "What happens if you
only see negative things in a persons
future?" She explained that when this happens instead of scaring the person, she hints
indirectly to what might happen. An example of this could be Bortolotto seeing a
woman's son getting into a car accident. Instead of saying it directly she might ask the
woman if she has a son who drives
carelessly. If so, she advises the woman to

tell her son to be more more careful.
Bortolotto told me that when she first
entered her profession she refused to read a
girl's fortune since every card she laid out
spelt tragedy. The girl later came back to
see her with the news that her five closest
friends had been killed in a car accident.
Her fortune readings could also be seen
as a form of advice. Although Bortolotto
doesn't seek by any means to be a
psychologist or councilor she might often
render helpful suggestions while reading a
fortune. By seeing both positive and
negative aspects of your present and future
life she may point something out that could
set you on the right track.
Previous to this interview when thinking
in passing about what a fortune teller was,
one phrase came to mind "free-lance
psychic." Quite surprisingly I found myself
to be completely off base. I found that
Bortolotto was a professional in every sense
of the word.
In conclusion I suggest a visit to Regina
Russells' Fortune Telling Room. Here you
will encounter a sincere, and unique
perspective on what your future might be.

Grover

the veins in my legs. A light shines for
seconds and my eyes smooth over an azure
Editor's note: Ace Height's Reporter,
glow. It's dark again, and instead of staring
Mary Grover undertook this week a misintently into nothing, I relax and allow
sion, on her own discretion, that tested not
myself to float, anywhere. Pretty soon 1
only her skills as a journalist, but also
am dissipated into the water 1 float in?my
stretched the boundaries of her very
limbs have left me and I'm one mind which
humanity. Her experiences in a local sencan concentrate on anything intently.
sory deprivation tank follow.
There's no physical part of me at all?l'm
weightless yet completely here.
One person: all is dense darkness, I'm
suspended God knows where and I'm
You're probably familiar with Ova
tanks ?or sensory deprivation tanks?from
weightless, tensionless, cushioned
the movie Altered States. Well get that
everywhere by seeming nothingness.
nude man/monkey bloody with lion-meat,
Resounding deep breathing is all I hear,
like a monitored patient in the ICU. I stare running wildly around Boston as if on a
jungle gym out of your head now. Welcome
into the darkness?I check First if my eyes
are open or closed?and see squares of light to civilization. Because nothing could be
more civilized than the Brighton Aqua
deforming, forming. Then discomfort: 1
notice my tense stomach muscles and imRetreat Center. The lobby is plush with
mediately release them. There, I'm back. I
long leafy plants and seemingly bottomless
let my limbs spread as they wish, and I'm
couches. With the woodwork, stained glass
in limitless space. First I'm spinning around and thick carpeting, one cannot miss the
and around effortlessly?then I take a deep absence of mania and feel the relaxed,
breath and am propelled smoothly and
mellow aura. The goldfish swim in their
own tank.
swiftly backwards head first?into nothing.
The original intention of the tanks was to
How fast am I moving? It is so
irrelevant?there are no miles to judge rate. do research on brainwashing techniques. In
the sixties, John Lilly performed his own
Images impinge? colorfuLand then
experiments with LSD and prolonged
grotesque. Very tall, skeleton-like, bleached
periods in the tank. These can be read in
blond women, their hair built up one foot
his book The Center of the Cyclone. Then
on their head, throwing their limbs,
Terry Hunt?co-director of the Aqua
thrusting their heads forward and about.
Retreat Center?began studying subjects in
Faces I've never seen pushed into mine? '
huge, wide and spreading wider, black; then the tank for his Ph.d. The myths surrounding the tank are exaggerated: yet this is
double, triple-chinned?stop! I drift into a
not to say that the experience is at all
dream, and ap soon listening to my sister,
disappointing.
clearly. I see what she's saying, vividly.
During the briefing before entrance into
Coming out of this by a slight move of my
the aqua world* we are informed that it's
arm, I then am in a room with staircases in
best to not expect anything from the tank;
front and in back of me. These lead to outthat the tank is the environment, but the
side. Person after person?non-descript,
then one tall girl with long red flowing hair rest is up to yourself. There is no such
thing as a "tank freak-out," unless you're
airily and hazily come down the stairs, one
on acid or something, and you have to proafter another. I look to the other
staircase?nothing. Then I float into a deep mise that you're not. Again, the four
sleep.
private rooms which house the four tanks
Another person: I can feel the mechanism are very civilized ?no primal monkeys here.
Each room looks like a neat little bedroom,
of my jaw?when I open and close, it
creaks loudly. The blood bumps through
Egg continued on page 28.
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Terror on the Trains
by Mike

Wild.' While casually panning the faces of
the crowd, I was startled by an oddly
I'ai.iliar lace staring back at me. 1 must

Cronin

know this kid, I thought. But I couldn't get
a good look at him while he was starinu. It

did strike
only

tried

BrTnd

Hrefore

so

MErly.

Hforried

the area,
that 1
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by. The stiffl
Si at hats and
mXi gust caught her caffl
Hallowed up at me. lM
Wiched the church a era
listening to A
Wform. Her accordia?
Krcane nuances to 'Bffl
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TholbyMikeCrw

to

ailing at thai. I
freak who stared at
I looked up again, intending
the incivility. But he had
j^SWPed -?was moving?toward me, his eyes
ptill lived on me. Just then Patty showed
up and he stopped. I rushed us into Mug

'n' Muffin.
I told Patty all about thy little episode
over trench toast and Sprite. She said that
she had noticed the stranger and when I
asked her to describe him she said "taller
and thinner than you"?like I'm a troll or
something. I was asking her if she liked my
ski-jacket when our waitress came over, her
former comatose composure upset. "Excuse
me. Is your name Philip Maccaffy," she
asked urgently. "Well there's a man here at
the door asking for you. He won't come

over to the table, though."
As I got up and brushed past tables,
rounded the corner, walking to the door, it
certainly occured to me that it might be
that stranger waiting for me. But I was no
less shocked when I saw his rangcy frame
in the door. I stopped. Spotting me, he
started forward. But when 1 turned back
toward Patty he too turned, and he left,
looking back as he stepped out the door.
We went to the movie. It was in one of
those artsy theatres that Patty is always
dragging me to. And though I'll admit their
oatmeal cookies are good, the movie didn't
'intoxicate' me (as Patty later claimed it

her.) Besides, between interest in her
and concetti over the stranger I had little
attention to spare for the silver screen.
Soon Patty was completely involved reading
the subtitles, and I was left to locus all my
thoughts on that kid. I ascertained that he
wasn't among the dozen or so other
moviegoers. That eased my apprehension
alittle. After exhausting all the possible and
impossible reasons for his stare, my mind
meandered in other directions.
Patty woke me as the film ended. She
bubbled so effervescantly about it that I
thought perhaps she was intoxicated. Outside we said a rushed 'goodbye' as she
headed for her bus and I for the last train.
It was earlier than I thought, however, and
I needn't have hurried. I stepped into an
Ashmont train, the doors closed and I
headed home to Savin Hill. On the way in I
had ridden in a sleek new silver train but
now I was stuck in an old blue behemoth,
and it took us some time to labor toward

had

Central.
A few derelicts sauntered on, the doors
squealed shut and we rumbled on to Kendall and then on to Charles, where the

TEhex cutionExamination
by Jack

O?Lantern

Saul's
reading.
Under
penalty of.
around Gasson "sEi|ffsyEl-yffilflffiarv
and chapel, and e^^B3Smm*^fflffffW^ve.
Stopping here he
eighths and genii}
sneaker. He stood
frequently shivering
waiting. Waiting still, hcH
himself: "Justice has to.

Circle: signless yellow bus
driver barked at him dumbly:

stepped on and
empty seat.

sat

noiselessly in

Around the Catholic

then ugly statue, then stairs, then
the bus rolled rumbling, no one getting
or off. Around water and in front of the
park the bus finally stops and he walks to
Sutherland Road, thinking darkly.
He must be dealt with. He caused it.
He's the problem. If it wasn't for him. I
could have. Until he. Must be. Reaching his
apartment he climbed the stairs and searched his keyless pockets and banged on the

door.
"Forget your key again?" His flat-nosed,
round-laced roommate opened the door and
stood in Saul's way, questioning.

"Yes."
"Have you eaten dinner?"
"No. I don't want any. Just move out of
the way and let me in, please." He added
impolitely.
"When was the last time you had
dinner?"
Saul dropped his books on a thin wooden
chair and walked toward his closed
kbedroom door saying, "I'm not hungry,"
«fe he opened the door and lay on his
\u25a0gutless mattress, eyes wide open. The dim
\u25a0MjMinhis tiny room came from a bareIgMgfe'reetlamp that lit the sidewalk
bar on the corner. The
and ceiling held no
11red but sleep was imH13£
»gnic to him night

execution
tomorrow he

would be dealt with
could he charge me with ch
medical school would take me with that on
my record?
Everything depended on Tarley. He was
the one who had the rope hidden by the
new library; he was the one who had some

same process was slowly, painfully
repeated. We wheezed to a stop in the tun
nel and. tired of reading about Rosalyn
Snitow? hemorrhoid sufferer. I studied my
reflection. I was standing at the back of tin
car, directly opposite the window of the
driver's compartment, so I couldn't but admire, for instance, what I thought was a

really fine ski-jacket. We began moving
again and 1 continued studying my reflection when the lights in my car failed. In the
brief blackness his face flashed through the
window.
If trains ran on lelekenisis we would have
flown. As it is, I went berserk while we
crept toward Park Street. When we neared
the station 1 cased out of his view and
toward the door. They opened and, waiting
until the last possible moment, I slipped
out. 1 looked around frantically but he
wasn't there.
A Quincy train flashed by while I sat
there, and then the last Ashmont train pull
ed in. As it brought me safely to Savin Hill
I began to feel a little silly. Perhaps he just
lives around here. 1 thought. I walked home
slowly, tired by everything that had and
hadn't happened. It's sort of a long walk to
my house from the train station, but
tonight I sort of appreciated the opportuni
ty to clear my head of the trains' clatter. I
was maybe 100 yards from the corner of my
street when I became aware of the
footsteps.
1 clenched for a moment, then thoAght,
God?pipe in the organ music; I'njTgoing
they
overboard with the paranoia.
fell faster and louder I
my
tears were not unfounded. 1 awakened my
on pace in answer. He
and I
broke into a slow jog.
within
feet of the corner, but
within feet of
me. I whirled
his stare.
lighting panic to
level I
demanded: 'W
want? Who are

Ja^^M

more than that. 1 was
m tne house in a breath.

students he heard the bus stop and
and, stepping on, he sat in the

asthmatic feeling. And

fio^^^^H

helped much. Between the
of
the evening and running
heat
I feel faint, so I've taken the T-shirt

wu. And outside, that little troll of a
stranger is standing aross the street, a ski-

\u25a0SBa^mmjj^raTOM^^^^gS^CTflyrmrai

\

scratched

jacket on in the middle of June, staring into

the window.

Gasson turned deep
brown then black as he sat there
thoughtlessly, waiting, still waiting, until
finally two heads circled Devlin Hall ?one
hatless and overcoated and small, and the
other shaped like Tarley?and walked

sort of secret friendship with the professor
and would know how to get him to the
? toward him with interminable slowness until
library. Saul rubbed his red eyes, sore from
he could hear them talking (no, not talking
sleepless nights. Even if it was a bit
but laughing, Tarley was laughing!, what
melodramatic to kill him on Halloween,
the hell was he...) and then suddenly they
both of them agreed he had to be killed.
were standing over him and he had to stand
Monday broke cloudy and cold. The day
up quickly.
passed slowly in his room, lying hungry and
"Saul Tarseus," said the professor. "1
tired on the cold mattress floor.
don't understand." The professors eyes
Night came, dark and moonless again,
were grey, close set, and stupid and they
and Saul readied himself to meet Tarley
turned to Tarley and said, "Tarley what is
and the professor at midnight. He stood up
this all about? Does he know about us?"
finally, rubbing his legs and shaking dirt
"No," said Tarley.
off wrinkleworn clothes. He opened the
"Do I know what?" said Saul angrily.
door, blinked his eyes, drifted to the kit"Tarley," said Saul again, what is he talking about?"
chen and wrapped the largest knife he owned (a small carving knife) in a soiled dish
"Wilde's secret love," laughed the thin
towel.
professor.
Knife stuffed in his pocket, he opened
Tarley turned his eyes aside cowardly and
the door from his apartment and walked to
said nothing.
the bus stop. Waiting, his eyes were tired
"Where is the rope?" Saul's heart began
and fuzzy and his stomach seemed clamped.
pounding faster and he felt his chest
Waiting apart from the backpacked
tighten. "Tell me you have the rope, where

is the rope?" He was shouting now and
short of breath.
In one motion Saul reached furiously for
the knife half hidden in his pocket and
slashed at the professor. The dish towel
sheath drifted to the cement steps of the
library as Saul pulled the bloody knife out
of the professor. He stabbed him again,
this time in the head, and th,en again he
stabbed the professor as his lifeless body
fell to the ground.
Saul's friend Tarley stood motionless as
Saul breathed heavy and short until the
knife dropped silently from his hand to the
blood red body of the professor.
The next day both Saul and Tarley said it
was a bit melodramatic killing the professor
on Halloween, but both of them agreed it
had to be'done.
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Arachniphobia

Freaks

by Sleve-o

byC.S. Klahre

"Arrrrrrgh!" Dave gurgled, struggling
against the tightening black denim. A moment later he crashed to the cement.
"You OK. buddy?" The busdriver asked,
flopping out of the bus. "I've been meaning
to get that handrail fastened on belter. You
better start wearing a parachute if your going to hop out like that," he smiled, "you
sure you're OK?"

Freaks. A movie directed by Tod Browning, 1932. The Rear Window Theatre at
the
Brookline Arts (enter, 86 Monmouth St.

Freaks is a film for those who appreciate
the bizzare. Those who demand a 'nice'
movie with a pretty face and a happy ending are advised to steer clear of this 1932
cult film about circus freaks.

Dave reassured the bus driver and

gathered himself together for the trek

home. He still had not become accustomed
to the darkness that enveloped so early
since the clocks had been set back. The
sidestreet he cut down was ill-lit and
sometimes he lost his looting.
Tuesdays sucked. Between classes,
homework, and his job he could sustain a
conversation for no longer than five
minutes. Normally he didn't talk to anyone
on Tuesdays. This week had been bad. He
had not really spoken to anyone since Monday at lunch.

He found himself unconsciously trying to
button the top button which he had lost in
his fall.
'Shit!' He stopped and closed his eyes.
He could picture his scarf still wrapped
tightly around his chair in biology.
He wrapped his coat tightly around him
and snapped up his collar. As soon as he
let go, however, the collar gently spread
open exposing the front and back of his
neck to the frosty air.
Something dropped inio the leaves across
the street.

He was tired. He knew that he needed

_

sleep. Only today he had dozed off in
?

I he plot sounds normal enough. A couof evil-doing circus stars contrive to
gabezzle the inWitance of a midget. The
IK c,^^^^ liea < population, upon
KjyiM^jiiKJlll dastardly deed, stages an
the evil. The freaks

ple

'

IT LIVES! AH HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA
ner he had turned a few moments
He averted his eyes, trying not
to bewMJijl her hair in a

astronomy class

and... what had he
of? He paused for a minute to glance at
brilliant sky. He remembered his half- M
dreamings. The hot new stars.
tentacles stringing off into space, rhin M
spider legs slowly pumping,

He wrapped up his

Why spiders?
in the Herald

coal

dropping^^^^B

Mi^j^k

Hadn'^^ra^^^^^^^^^fl

he'd ceased to
what he'd read or dreamt. What
pect, he thought, not seeing anyoncS^^^^H
M
He stopped again and peered at ffl
V
trees overhead. There seemed to
kind of netting strung across
them. It was very thin, almost
seemed that it would make a
for the tree houses he assumed
had
built in the trees.
W

mthc

fascinating and disturb-

wrapped in a spindly
itself tightly around her

he wasn't quite sure as he
a good look at her.
seemed particularly quiet and
dimming streetlights.
a corner about a quarter
Normally he hated forebus. He haled trying to
the crowd. He
f
into someone
he dld n'
>. h I he was relieved
and almost welcomeTrewinging his knapsack

into the crowd.
At that moment, a huge spider, three feet
in diameter, dropped silently onto the back
of Dave's neck. It clamped its hard, black,
thin legs across his shoulders and sunk two
long, sharp pincers from its hairy body into
Dave's spinal cord mixing its arachnid
juices with Dave's, Dave who hoped the
bus driver wouldn't notice that he was a
nickel short.

Something scurried over his foot.

You couldn't really call it scurrying.

Squirrels scurried. This was more like light
quick pencil pokes. Kind of ticklish.
His torn sleeve annoyed him. Invariably
someone would remark about it

'

film is its use of genuine
liQLXfH^^^V^ple. These people are inilyuJAwpresenviQß^us as a frolicking group
the
a beautiful day in
ihWl'orest. The gathering includes pinhcads,
dwarves; Siamese twins, armless people,
legless people, and those with only a trunk.
However great the initial shock or revulsion
o\ the viewer may be, he or she will undoubtably begin to feel the extreme
warmth, intelligence, and sensitivity of these
ungainly humans.

The two villiaus are symbolically portrayed by the strong man and the beautiful
trapeze lady. The obvious intention is to
force the viewer to consider the relationshij
between beauty and ugliness in a new light.
By associating beauty with evil and ugliness
with good, the movie suceeds in creating a
degree of healthy introspection.
Freaks is a wise choice for those who
seek new insights into traditional standards
of thought. It is a welcome twist in this da;
and age of media-programmed opinions.

tomorrow.

He finally reached the corner and turned

onto Main Street. Deciding it was too cold
to walk the last mile he found himself once
again waiting at another bus stop.
The street had acquired an odd texture.

At first he had thought it was a glistening
frost but he now noticed how his sneaker

seemed to stick to the sidewalk. If it
weren't for the cold he would have bent
down to inspect the thin layer of slime better. He also couldn't avoid seeing various
round brown splotches of something scattered down under the streetlamps.
A shoe clicked behind him.
He half swung around to notice an elderly lady who had just rounded the same cor-

Odd Feline Ferocity on a Dark and Stormy Night
by Allison Coppola
One cool October evening when a full
silvery moon was standing out of a pitch
black sky, a fierce autumn wind whipped
my long brown hair across my face. I zipped my jacket up a little more and pushed
my hands deeper into my pockets. Quickening my r.ace, the leaves below my feet rustl-

Ed; I noticed that the trees were almost bare
and sighed loudly.
On seeing Suzie's black cat sitting on the
front lawn staring at me, I knew that this
was the place. I stepped off the curb and
unlatched the high black iron gate to
Suzie's home with more anxiety than excitement. As 1 slowly approached the front
door, 1 could have sworn that a black bird
flew over my head: but it couldn't have.
In the enormous front foyer of this mansion stood Suzie and her boyfriend, Bill,
greeting me with a most hospitable, "Hi!"
My blind date, Joe, came waltzing out of
the kitchen munching on candied popcorn
and holding a beer. Before greeting me, he
flipped on some football game and stared
at the screen until the score appeared. Suzie k
yelled, "Joe, get your butt in here and say A
'hi' to this young woman!". He did and M
after briefly scanning my body from
to toe, he offered me a beer, and dragged
me over to the TV set with him.
After sitting next to this rather rude yet
good-looking guy for about half an hour, I
started to wonder where Suzie had disappeared to. I figured Bill was keeping her
busy, but 1 couldn't sit still, because the
raindrops began to hit harder against the
window behind me. Although I doubt that

hcad^^
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he heard me, I told Joe that 1 was going to
the kitchen for a minute. When 1 got there
I called, "Suzie!, Bill!," but no one
answered. Distressed because I was having a
on the stove
lousy evening, I set a
tea.
and boiled some

fettle

Suddenly
quiet. 1

quiet: deathly
I couldn't hear
On

I'ffiffißffßj^y
ly

i^^l^mSffiEM^^E^^^Ml

loudgone. A
back and
part of my

while

behind
he
had to be playing some
trick
and I waited for him to pop onfflof
someplace and shout, "Boo! " But, he
didn't. There was nothing left to do now
except go home. Unfortunately, the trains
were not running, I had no money for a
cab, and it was too far to walk. Where
could Suzie have gone?
Hearing the loud whistle of the tea kettle,
my body jumped. As I headed towards the

kitchen, something near the rain-covered
window moved. It sounded like a branch
snapping. As the kettle continued to sound
off the rain fell harder and faster in accordance with the beat of my heart.
I decided to close the curtain of that
ominous window, at which point I noticed
that a tall figure in a black raincoat and
hat was standing outside, with his back
turned from me. 1 grabbed my jacket and
ran out of the house in absolute terror.
But, before I reached the gate, someone
held my shoulder tightly and I gulped. It
was a man I'd never seen before and he

said quietly, "People shouldn't let their cat
roam freely." Then he walked away.
In the place where he was standing Suzie
Bill, and Joe lay dead as Suzie's cat paced
restlessy back and forth, over their bodies.
A sharp wind blew my hair across my face
and the coldness in the air caused my eyes
to tear.
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The Agnst of Agnes
by

The actresses in this production of Agnes

Paul Cloos

of God make the play, with its faulted

Agnes of God, a mystery psycho-drama,
continues at the Shubert Theater through
Sunday, November 6.
There is a maternity ward where most of
the doctors and nurses are lesbians; or even
better, there is a nun who has a baby and
commits infanticide. Premises are hard to
find these days. Playwright John Pielmeier,

however, has found an inherently workable
premise for his (melo?)drama, Agnes of
God.
What takes place on Eugene Lee's set, a
wood floor which bends up at the back of
the stage and ascends beyond sight, is an
intriguing story. Agnes, a mentally ill nun
who almost always stays within her convent, is interviewed by a courtcommissioned psychiatrist, Dr. Martha Livingstone. Agnes, we learn, was molested by
her deranged, alcoholic mother: her clitoris
was burned with cigarettes. Agnes was also
convinced by her mother that she was "a
mistake." Confused, indeed irreparably
damaged, Agnes joined a convent. The convent's Mother Superior, Miriam Ruth,
shields the girl. Agnes becomes pregnant,
delivers, and murders the child with the
umbilical cord.

script, something worth watching. Elizabeth
Ashley is the chain-smoking Dr.Livingstone.
She plays the role with poise, though her
actions were often repeated and at times
mechanical. Maryann Plunkett is outstanding as Agnes. An understudy to Amanda
Plummer and Carrie Fisher during the
play's Broadway stay the Boston native carries the difficult role with fine theatrical
skill. We can, in many ways, see the mind
of the nun who suffers a stigmata. Plunkett
was a student at the Academy of Notre
Dame in Tygsboro and admits that her personal experience with nuns has helped her
live the part.
Mercedes McCambridge, who was the
Demon in The Exorcist, is effective in
showing the control, strength, and internal
turmoil of the Mother Superior. She is filled with pleasure at Agnes' singing and
emotionally crippled by Agnes' revelations.
The director, Michael Lindsay-Hogg, can
also be credited with the successful acting
in this production. Lindsay-Hogg, who has
worked with The Beatles and numerous
other rock stars, has controlled the action
in the play well.
The problems with Pielmier's script are
many. There is little credibility to his tale.

The fall of a flying nun.
The psychology and psychiatric tactics of
Dr. Livingstone are simplified and suspect.
Would a professional psychiatrist continue
to smoke around Agnes after learning her
history? The Catholic Church is done a
rank injustice. It is made to seem antiscientific, unworldly in the extreme, and
secretive. It is questionable whether Agnes
would be accepted as a nun and questionable that Miriam Ruth would be made
a Mother Superior. There are too many
jokes: they undermine the tragedy. There is

even a prolonged joke about what type of
cigarettes the saints, even Jesus, would have
smoked if cigarettes were popular in their
days?bad taste. The insights are generic
thematic platitudes. The connections are
deliberate, easy.

Pielmeier had the potential for a good
play with the premise he started with. But
the playwright botched majestically with
this script. Luckily, there are three fine actresses who salvage this production.

Keystone Kops Tear Through New BC Production
by Gretchen Papagoda
Mack & Mabel. A Musical Love Story.
Based on a book by Michael Stewart. At
the Boston College Theater Arts Center this
past weekend. Music and lyrics by Jerry
Herman. Directed by Howard Enoch.
The story of Mack Sennet and Mabel

Normand is true; the tale of a bittersweet
romance between a stubborn silent movie
director and his beloved protege.
Mack, played by Thomas Santos, is a

man trapped by his own obstinance. He has
feelings for Mabel, but he cannot overcome

his hard-nosed facade to show her exactly
how he feels. Mabel, played by Monica
Erncsti, is a girl who worked in a deli and
never dreamt her life would change. When
she meets Mack, she is resistant to his attitude, but is smitten by the idea that she
could make it in the movies. Under Mack's
direction, Mabel becomes one of the major
stars of the 'two-reelers.'
Mack and Mabel decide to make their

Several members of the cast pose for a candid shot
relationship more than professional, but
although Mabel understands that it isn't in
Mack's character to be a doting lover, she
eventually finds herself wishing that he was
She is wooed away from Mack by a sweet
talking feature film director, who in turn
gets her hooked on heroin. Mack makes a
few attempts to get her back, but each
time, his pride or professional ambition

prevents reconciliation.

At the end of the musical, the bittersweet
romance has come to an end with Mabel's
death. Mack is left with the feeling that
there were things he should have said or
done, things he couldn't say because he was
so obsessed in keeping up his bullheaded
image.

Santos played Mack well, maintaining

his bear-like personality while also revealing
the fact that he does have a heart ?a heart
that he must protect. Monica Ernesti as
Mabel made one forget that one is watching
an actress playing a part, for Ernesti is
Mabel. Her clear and beautiful voice was
perfect for both the spunky and the melancholy sequences. The characters of Mr.
Kleiman and Mr. Fox, the financial backers
of the Mack Sennet productions, were
played humorously by Michael Sellers and
David W. Paquette.
The high energy level of the cast
throughout the play made the musical production numbers great fun to watch. The
dance sequences were lively and well executed, and the spirit of comraderie among
the cast members was evident. All these
factors had a part in creating the
lightheartedness that balanced the sadness
of the musical.
Over the entire play was well-acted, had
a professional quality to it, and truly conveyed the hard work and determination of
the cast and crew.

Back to the $6000, Negative Ion Generated, Egg
Continued from page 25.
complete with shower, "dresser," and the
eight-by-five foot white fiberglass eggshaped tank. The instructions are to empty
your bladder, shower and shampoo, put in
the earplugs, dim the lights and enclose
yourself in the tank which is filled with ten
inches of 93.5 degree salt water, features
on the tank are a light button, a music button, and a Jacuzzi button, all within easy

reach.
I have

\u25a0

admit, I felt very strange,
crouching in an azure egg whose air was
saturated with salt, and pulling a lid down,
shutting myself from the sounds and sensa
tions of the world. I lied back, noting how
heavy my breathing sounded, and bobbed
around until I got the hang of effortless
to

floating.
I shut off the light and put on the music.
If only I could get the idea out of my mind
that the seemingly innocent woman who
had acquainted us with the tanks was not
simply a front for a dirtier business, like
the diabolical testings of humans in salty
eggs. But those were just paranoic reflections and I was beginning to enjoy
myself?total darkness, meditation music,
warm water which is actually neutral to

one's skin, and the sensation of
weightlessness?l need make no effort, I
could think or do anything in this tank?no
one would stop me. It was as if I had
crawled into my mind and disappeared.
At first, my eyes would not stay shut;
they were stupid enough to feel they'd be
missing something. I could still sense at
first the curved walls around me, and a
hilarious picture entered my head of the
reality of my floating?legs and arms
spread in this tank in this room ?it just
seems ridiculous from one standpoint. But
once I shut my eyes, I was soon in limitless
space and each slight movement to the right
or left was exaggerated. I could not sense
anymore the direction I was pointed. Pretty
soon I felt I was just spinning around. I

was so disoriented until my arm tapped the
side of the tank, and then I was back.
It was pretty difficult to escape from the
everyday world?although they strongly
suggest that you do. It stayed with me until
I told it to go away, and then my mind was
open. I couldn't seem to focus on much of
anything, but that's when the images began
popping into and passing out of my mind.
|ki picture an entire scene, then "wake up"
and I'm really not sure if I'd been dreaming. I have to admit, I formed a fairly profound idea in there?something which had
previously been hazily present in my mind,
but which sharpened here. At some point, 1
fell asleep and I woke when the dim light
was on and the deep tone was signifying ilkend of the hour. Time is irrelevant in the

world for about an hour. You have no
limitations to what you experience, but it
depends on your own mind. There is no
generic tank experience, just an experience
which lifts you out of time, out of physical
sensation, out of disturbances of social
living.
Phil went in probably more cynically
than I did, yet experienced more exciting

physical sensation. His body mechanisms--

joint movement, blood flow?came alive to
him. In the silence, one only hears
breathing, but supposedly if you listen
carefully, you can hear your eyelids open
and close, your eyeballs move, your blood

after lights
expecting to experience a barrage ol images
such as 1 did. In fact, the purpose of the

tank

is

for relaxation; it offets a stress-free

Out.

The

Jacuzzi, he reported,

wonderful world of total relaxation, he

Lispings
The Primordial Scream
The Rear Window's first video program
features work by locals including Birdsongs
of the Mesazoic and BC's own Ken Brown.
Also included is the new Talking Heads
video. The show will take place at the Institute of Contemporary Art 955 Boylston
Street on Wednesday at 8:00 and 10:00.
Phone 277-4618 for details.

Composers in Red Sneakers
Boston's most entertaining ensemble of
"new music" composers and performers
debut their latest in "Concert Eleven" at
the Old Baptist Church in Harvard Square.
$3.00 ($3.99 for students with valid ID's),
(FREE for anyone wearing red sneakers)
will gain you admittance to the only show,
Thursday at 8.00.

Master Harold and the Boys
Athol Fugard's masterwork about a
young man's relationship with a black servant returns to Boston with South African
actor Zakes Macae in the pivotol role of
the servant, Harold. Opens Thursday at the
Wilbur Theatre, 246 Tremont Street. Phone
423-4008 for details.

Berlin Alexanderplatz
Fassbinder's 14 (15 hours) part miniseries about the life of a criminal. Coolidge
Corner is hosting this marathon event.
Their schedule for this event is understandably odd so call them at 734-2500 for
times etc.

journeyed out from his physical body and
felt himself diffused into the water, floatine
bodiless in space. Unforturjately, he made
this arrival just as the hour ended and the
lights rose.
It was strange to emerge from this warm

comfortable world. 1 lifted the hatch, and
seeing the room around me, could not help
but feel disappointed. I almost climbed
right back in. But the tank's effects remain
with you well into the next day. Perceptions
and senses are heightened?fruit never
tasted so good, and colors are sharp and
bright. But along with this is a pervading
test fullness, a relaxed state of being. In the
Smk, your body sleeps, but your mind is
constantly going, so you feel like you've
just had a long nap, except there's no
grogginess.
Leaving the center and entering the everyday world, we were deafened by trucks,
groaning and bellowing past. Angles on
houses were sharp and fresh and every
outline was perfectly delineated. We were
"there," there was no mistake. We were
"one" and could handle anything.
Many students use the tanks to increase
concentration, and many business people
with stressful jobs adopt the yearly-plan
and use the tank every morning. Those at
the center use it often?before going out
and sometimes for prolonged stays which
heightens the senses to further extents.
I must just say that there's something
strange about this era where in order to
completely relax and reunite your thoughts
with consciousness you climb into a $6000
contraption and float for an hour. There's
something contrived about paying in advance for an hour of concentrated mental
fun and games. But these are the trappings
of physical life, unavoidable. Once you can
transcend the physical facts, such as the
time limitation, the technology put into
stabilizing water temperature, and the
negative ion generator which keeps air
fresh, you can enjoy the environment and
the experience that the tank offers.
?
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Lawrence Class Continues Annual Pilgrimage

by

Paul Greco

Once again, Richard Hughes, professor, novelist, and humanist will
venture in early March to "The country of my heart"?England.
Hughes is a man who has acquired
an acute interest in the English
novelist, D.H. Lawrence, and he
wishes to shares his knowledge about
the man and the country of which he
wrote with others. Hughes pursues
this quest with such a fervor and
vitality that it often becomes difficult
to discern whether or not he is actually D.H. Lawrence reincarnated. The
physical resemblance is uncanny.
The course taught by Hughes next
semester, "Poetry of Lawrence"
should provide an interesting sequel
to his first semester course,
"Lawrence Novels." The course being offered this spring is an analysis
of the poetry of Lawrence and
climaxes in an optional trip to
England. Neither of the two courses
offered by Hughes are a pre-requisite
for the trip, so it is open to everyone
on a first-come, first-serve basis.
The itinerary of the trip is a very
full one, described Hughes. The trip
begins with departure from Boston's
Logan Airport Friday, March 2 and
arrival in London on the following
morning. The first morning is spent
taking a motorcoach tour of London.
The rest of that day and all day Sunday are spent at your own leisure.
This is one of the best features of the
at the National Theater, where one
can see some of the finest theater in
the world. This is a must for all those
dramatic buffs and an enjoyable way
to end a fine trip. The group is
scheduled to return Saturday morning, March 10th.
One of the greatest features of this
trip is that it will only cost approximately $850. All those interested
should contact Professor Hughes
whose office is on the fourth floor of
Carney. Last year's trip was a great
success, noted many of the participants, and this year's trip looks to
be just as exciting.

Grenada

Ucontinued from page 8
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10%Discount with BCID
Except Orders To Go
M-W 11-11:00
Th-Sat 11-12:00
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IGNORE YOUR TEETH...
THEY'LL GO AWAY!

DINNERS FOR 2
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U
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NOT JUST A PIZZA PLACE
?

elegant dinner that has been ar-
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RESTAURANT
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Ann

ranged for the group at Chichley Hall
in Buckinghamshire. This is an amazing preservation of an eighteenth cen-

tury country house which lives and
breathes history. After dinner the
group will return via motorcoach to
London.
The next two days are spent in
The next day, Wednesday, is spent London with a plethora of options.
in the small town of Lincoln where You can walk around "Bloomsbury"
tourists can visit the famous and hob-nob with the intellects, visit
cathedral, dine in the fine the British Museum, or go to the
restaurants, or just shop around in Tower of London and see the crown
jewels. Friday night there is another
the little cobblestone village. Later
that evening visitors are treated to special treat which includes a show

favorite part of the trip for it includes
a walking tour of Lawrence's "country of my heart" given by a member
of the D.H. Lawrence Society. This
is an intersting feature, recalled
Hughes, for the tour guide is able to

democracy, was made in the midst of
an Administration ban of press per-

sonnel on Grenada. So, not only is
Lefever, asking America to blindly
support the President simply because
he (Reagan) has acted "strongly and
decisively," but he is also asking
America to surrender its support
without the benefit of any type of
legitimate information on the issue.

recall apposite quotes from the
poetry and novels of Lawrence which
give the sites a magical quality. This
is one of the few opportunities when
one can really see and feel the things
that an author wrote about. It is here
that the novels and poetry come to
life and generatean exhiliration in the
eye of the beholder.

trip, claimed Hughes. There is so
much free time to do what you desire,
that you in no way feel rushed or
harassed as if you are in a tour group.
After 2 days in London the group
will travel to Nottingham via motorcoach and stop off at Cambridge for
a tour of the university where so
many scholars started their career.
The next day is Professor Hughes's
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In the documentary film "Hearts

and Minds," former government official Daniel Ellsberg stated, after

citing every presidential administration from Eisenhower's to Nixon's
for .deceiving the American public in
regard to Vietnam, that "it is a
tribute to the American people that
each of these presidents felt the need
to lie. But it is not a tribute that the
American people believed it all."

Thus, in the context of the present
administration's foreign policy, the
greatest tribute the American public
can bestow on itself, is its continued
questioningof unaccounted military
manuevers.
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1 he way people react when
you tell them you're pregnant
isn't important. The way you feel
about it is. So if you're pregnant
and not so sure you want to be,
talk to us. Our counselors
are specially trained to help
you make the decision that's right
for you. General anesthesia
available. Call 738-6210.
Preterm. The most experienced
reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.

preterm

A licensed non-profit health care facility.
1842 Beacon Street. Brookline. MA 02146
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New A&S Minors Program Yields Flexibility
Students may now pursue a minor
in the College of Arts and Sciences,
which recently incorporated an interdisciplinary studies program into its
curriculum.
"It will provide a way for the student to get a little bit outside of a major with some organization but not
too much," stated Chairperson of the
Academic Affairs Subcommittee of
the Educational Policy Committee
fEPCI Judith Wilt.

sub-worlds of interest here which the
college really needs."
To date, there are five separate
fields from which a minor can be
chosen: Women's Studies, Film

The objective of the minor programs is to encourage the student to
direct attention to other fields, and

by Maureen Connaughton

not to

limit the student's electives.

For this reason, the committee has
ruled that no student will be permitted to pursue both a double major
and a minor, or a major and two
minors at once, said Wilt.
"This interdisciplinarystudy program," said Wilt, "will provide some
intimacy because you have to have a
real relationship with your director.
There is a potential of creating little

Studies, Medieval Studies, Irish
Studies, and Asian Studies. The EPC
approved the new minor program last
spring at its last meeting.
There are various other bodies

but the same subsidiaries," stated
Wilt, who is also the director of the
Women's Studies minor.
The committee will consider appeals for exceptions for students who
wish to major and double minor or
pursue two minors at once, said Wilt.
by
Wilt encouraged participation in
the minor program because interdisciplinary studies will broaden the
scope of opportunity for students.
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Law Offices of

JUSTIN

P. GRIMES,

ESQ.

WOMEN: using basal body
temperature charting for
natural family planning
wanted for
CONSUMER TESTING
by health care company.
Call Brenda at 497-4530.

Defective Prducts

l\ Crimes, Esq. Barbara Canary, Esq. (B.C. 79)

65J-0646

431-1104

Phot

Professor Judith Will

Concentrating in Personal Injury Law
Automobile Accidents ? Worker's Compensation

Justin

within the University that have proposed to the EPC to form minors in
American Studies and N<*ar Fastem
Studies. Discussion will begin on
these topics November 27.
"Students will find this interesting
because it forms a type of unity
through getting to know teachers and
other students with different majors

1 Summer St., Natick, Mass.

Don't be Spooked
by our office...

Come visit The Heights
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Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look for Mr. Boston s two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books:
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Events and Announcements Events and Announcents Events
MONDAY

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

El Club Espanol presents A video on
Rio Dejaniero at 4:30 in the Murray
Conference Room. Video made and
presented by Claudio Steuer a student
here at BC. Come and enjoy.

La Union Latina of Boston College
in collaboration with the Romance
Language Dept. and the Spanish Club
present a forum in Spanish on
"Religion and Revolution in Central
America" by Br. John Blazo MM,
10-11:45am McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
Discussion to follow, coffee and donuts
will be served.
The Irish Society of Boston College
sill be celebrating the Celtic new year
from 9-1 at O'Connell House. Featured
will be a live Irish Band, dancing, pubstyleatmosphere, old Irish customs and

O'Connell House Sunday Night Film
Series presents Humphrey Bogart in the
film "Maltese Falcon". Showings will
be at 7 and 9:30 Admssion is free. Any
questins call X4310 for an update on
events sweet haaat
Protestant Services every Sunday at
6pm in St. Joe's Chapel. All Welcome!

TUESDAY
BC Charismatic Prayer Group meets
every Tues. night at 7:30 in St. Joe's
Chapel, Gonzaga. Advisor: Sebastian
Moore. Come for prayer, fellowship
and fun!
4pm Newton Campus, Barry 212
Prof. Jeffrey Howe "Symbolist Painting and the Poetics of the Unconscious:
Munch and Khnopff'. Refreshments
served.
"On Your Way to the Top" A talk
on success by Joan Gilliam, sponsored
by Campus Crusade for Christ. Nov.
1 at 6pm in O'Connell House.
Ever feel lik you're th only one at
BC? Well, you're not. The lesbian support group of Boston College meets in
an informal, casual atmosphere every
Tues. at Bpm. at Haley House. Join us.
Refreshmens served.
Need Registration Advice? AWN is
sponsoring a course and major advisory
session! Meet with professors and student major representatives to discuss
your course options. Nov. 1 Fulton 317
from 4:30 to 6pm.
Holyday-the Feast of All Saints mass
schedule: St. Joe's Chapel, 7:45am,
10pm, Cushing Chapel B:3oam, 12
noon, Newton Chapel, 12 noon, 9pm,
St. Mary's Chapel 1 lam, 12 noon, Ipm,
4pm, s:lspm.
El Club dc Espanol will be holding
a general meeting at 4:30 in Carney 102.
All are welcome! Nos vemos el lunes

chao!!

Attention Political Science Majors!
There will be a general meeting of the
Poli Sci Assn. at 4:3opm in the
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. All are urged to attend!!!!!!!!

WEDNESDAY
The Boston College Lesbian/Gay
Support Group meets every Wednesay
at 7pm in Haley House, join us for informal discussions. Issues of concern to
lesbianand gay men. All students and
faculty members are invited.
Junior Year Abroad Evening returning Junior Year Abroad Students will
discuss their foreign study experiences
and answer questions. French, German,
Italian, and Spanish programs will be
represented. 7pm Greycliff Language
House, refreshments.
The Psychology Caucus will hold a
general meeting at 4:15 in Carney 106.
All Pyschology majors are urged to
attend.
LIVE RADIO SOAP OPERA!!!
Today there's only one live soap opera
in Boston, and it's right here at BC!
JANE'S FIRST LOVE! Tune in every
Wednesday at 5:30 at WZBC 90.3 FM
for the continuing story of fictitious BC
undergrad Jane Harrington and her
family and friends. Make sure your dial
is at 90.3 FM, WZBC this Wednesday.

.

?

ANNOUNCEMENTS
National March on Washington
Peoples Rally Against U.S. Intervention
in Central America and the Caribbean.
Nov. 12 join us with other Boston
students
against
Reagan's
neoimperialism. Round trip bus $35.
For more information, contact Jeff
Nicholson 964-8996.

much more!

Black Studies Dept. will sponsor a
reception for African Students at
7:3opm. The reception will take place
in Lyons 301. Admission is free and all
are welcome to attend!

SATURDAY

Tues. & Wed.: FIREBREAKS
4:3opm Murray Conference Room. A
War-Peace strategy game. Role-playing
exercise to raise awareness on the issues
of escalation and nuclear war. Tuesday's group first session sponsored by
the Coalition Against Nuclear War.
A 3-week business program for
liberallyeducated women who wish to

The Poltical Rights Defense Fund will
sponsor a rally to protest the United
States Gov. attempt to deport Hector
Marroquin to Mexico. It will take place
at 67 Newbury St. at 7:3opm. Suggested
donation $2.

.

enter business career is slated for
January 4-25 at Wellesley College. Applications are due Nov. 1 and are
available from the center for Women's

Careers, Green Hall Wellesley College.
The Chaplaincy is offering a leadership program based on the assumption

that each person is uniquely gifted and
able to leadin the are of his/her gifts.
Contact Sr. Eleanor Maclellan McElroy
X3475.

Applications and information packets
are now available for SigmaTheta Tau,
National Honor Society of Nursing,
Cushing 210 the SON office, Cushing
210. RN's, undergraduateand graduate
nursing students are encouraged to apply. Deadline Dec. 1, 1983.
II Circolo Italiano, or the Italian Club
has elected its officers for the 1983-4
year. The President is Laura Plumb,
Vice President is Suzanne Arena and
Carl Valeri is the Club Treasurer. For
informationcall 964-5905 or drop anote
in the mailbox of the language
department.

Premedical/Predental studentsin

sophomore year: There will be a
meeting in McGuinn 121 at 6pm on
Monday November 7th. At this time
you will be given written and statistical

information pertaining to the program.
Dean McMahon and Dr. Fimian will
discuss the nature of the sophomore's
program to date within the
premedical/predentalprogramand will
try to answer any questions. Questions?
X3315.
The Middle Easter Students Association presents "Report from Beruit:
Summer of 82". The film is an awardwinning documentary on the Israeli
seige of Beirut. It will be shown Tues.
Nov. 15 at 7pm in Murray Conference
room.
The movie "Dawn of the Dead" will
be shown in Cushing 001 on Saturday
Nov. 5 at midnight and Sun. Nov. 6 at
Bpm. Admission is $2. Sponsored by the
Gold Key Society.
MBA forum Fri. Nov. 4 2-8 and Sat.
Nov. 5 10-4. Park Plaza Hotel. Admissions repts from over 100 schools. In-

formation

the Career Center.

at

Alpha Sigma Nu will hold a social on
Wednesday Nov. 16 at 7pm in Hovey
House. There will be music and

refreshments.
You are invited to a presentation on

Christian Nonviolence "Beyond Glenn
and Mondale: the Politics of Jesus",
Thurs. Nov. 17 at 7:3opm Higgins 304.
All are welcome.

.

ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassified
RVICES

?

-Resumeswriting, editing, typesetting, typing,

printing, cover letters.
The Resume Works
223 Harvard St., Coolige Corner,
Brookline 566-6309

,

JobSearch Letters, Reports, Thesis and
more. Prompt, Professional Word Processing and Typing Service. Input...Output, One Washington,
Wellesley, 235-0514.

Medeiros, 964-5794, or Randy Seidl and
Mark Lavoie 964-6097. All ideas
welcome.

HELP WANTED

:
Professional couple seeks

AMITY LSAT/GMAT/MCAT/GRE
SEMINARS. Our guarantee: score in
top 25 percent or take next course free.
Call toll free 800-243-4767.

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE
for International Student ID, Budget
Air Fares, USA nights, Youth Hostel THE REAL JACKSON HOLD SKI
Card, Eurail Pass, work study abroad, AND PARTY WEEK!! Don't be fooland much more. FREE CATALOG - ed by others, this the onlyofficially enCall 497-1497 or drop by 1278 Mass dores BC trip. Jan 9-16. Includes
Aye., Harvard Sq. Cambridge.
roundtrip flight, all transfers, 7 nights,
accomodations, skiing, taxes, outdoor
Pyschotherapy: free initial interview of- heated pool, Jacuzzi, in room fireplace.
fered. Reasonable rates, please call kitchenettes and color cable TV. Join
Wendy Reich, Edm. 739-2275, 12 other collegs on the same exciting
Brookline.
party tour. Only $519-$539. No hidden
charges. Credit cards accepted, please
Rock!! Jazz!! Classical!! Guitar lessons
for more jnfo: BC Travel Agency
cheap!! Experienced teachers! First 552-3034 or 552-8638 Lisa dc Medeiros
lesson free!! Call 254-3908.
964-5794 Randy Seidl or Mark Lavoie
a,964-6097.
Jacksonhole Ski Trip Jan. 7-14 includes"
roundtrip flight from JFK to Jackson jj£ SKIERS call BC Travel Agency for
Wyoming 7 night accomodation, 5 day info about BC S sk i and party vacations
ski pass, color cableTV and heated pool pi anned for this winter. Jackson Hole

____

___
--

Earn free travel and money as campus
re P- Call Terry 617-449-6860.

mature, ex-

perienced person to care for newborn.
Three and Vi days a week. Own
transportation, non-smoker. Near
Newton Campus. 332-0999

Overseas Jobs, summer/year round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
Fields. $500-$ 12,000 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info, write IJC Box 52-MA-6,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

-

*

Earn $500 more ea< school year. Flex-

ible hours Monlhly Payment for plac-

Part-time position availablefor college
student to represent travel company on
campus. Earn commission, free travtl
and work experience. Contact
Beachcomber Tours Inc. 1325 Millers
Port Hwy. Williamsville NY 14221
(716)

632-3723

800-526-0883.

FOR SALE

Is U true you can buy

ACTIVISTS/STUDENTS Nadar
founded nat'l citizens group hiring
Boston outreach staff to build nat'l toxics coalition & win 84 elections. Jail the
polluters and get paid for it!! Full and
2-10pm,
time
Part
$8,300-sl2,OOOVyear. Exl. training
travel and adv. opptys. coast to coast.
Call 277-1020.
???

inS Posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well.

-

jeeps

for $44

' °"ft f "f','P^?' **%,£?
hr

,h

facts today! Call (312) 742-1142 X5882.
\u25a0

English Black Leather Jacket. Excellent
condition, medium size, mens. $95.

Contact Paula 566-1166.

.
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55,000 great condltlon ° $ 2 00 - Call 787-2638.
nI'ac Sunbird
2
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THURSDAY
The Political Science Student FaculSocial will be Thurs. Nov. 3 from
4pm-6pm in the McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge. Come and meet your professor
on a personal basis.
Find New Life in the Spirit! The
Charismatic Prayer Group of B.C. will
be holding a five week seminar beginning Nov. 3 in St. Joe's Chapel at 7:30.
Come join us!
Attention all members of Omicron
Delta Epsilon: there will be a meeting
heldp at 4:30 in Carney 303. All are encouraged to attend.
You can help the hungry. Please
donate any canned goods you can to the
world hungry committee food pantry.
Lyons 10-3.
Creative Job Search! A workshop
designed to organize your job hunt.
3-4pm at the Career Center. Call x3430
to sign up.
International Career Fair, 11-5 at BU
Sherman Union, register at BC Career
Center.
The Political Science Association is
hosting a Faculty/Student social from
4-6pm in McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
Come and find out what makes political
science so appealing.
The BC Coalition Against Nuclear
War presents speaker: Jerry
Sanders, DHD, McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge at 4pm. All are welcome.
ty
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BEDFORD Bedlotd Shop Ctr CANTON Washington Si andßl?? CHELMSFORD Rl 4 Punty Shop Cn DANVERS I .bfiiy Tit-e Man RM J8
FRAMINOHAM Rt 9 opp Shoppers World FRANKLIN Rl 140 HINGHAM Rt 3A Lmcon Plaza HVANNIS Aa, to the Cape Cod Man oil Roulo 132 oi
28 LEOMINSTER Rt 12 |Ct Rt 2 MARLBORO Rt 20 Indian Hill Plaza MARSHFIELD Rt 139 Marsh'.oio Pm.m MEDFORD Wradow Glen Mali
R 6 NEWTON Needham Si E>il 56 Eon Rl 128 READING Rl 28 SO. WEYMOUTH Rt 18 ana Pleasant Si SWAMPSCOTT Vmmn Squaie
H' I-A TEWKSBURY Tewksbuiy Shop Cti BEDFORD, NH Rt 3 and Kilton Rd across 'vim me Bodlord Man NASHUA. NH
R.age Man
PORTSMOUTH, NH Marshalls Mall Woodbury Aye SALEM, NH State Line CRANSTON, Rl Rl 5 Oakiawn Aye 2 5 -mlc north ol Warwick Man
PROVIDENCE,
Ayes
Rl Pawtuckei and Taunton
EABT

''

'Monday thru Saturday >:30 am lo 9:30 p m ? MA ttorti opan Sun. 12 noon to 6 p m (So. Waymoulh and Canton to 5 p.m.)
? Rl and NH atoraa opan Sun. 12 noon lo 5 p.m. (Salam, NH and Naahua. NH lo 6 p.m.)
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